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The complex interplay between routine antibiotic use and zoonotic pathogen presence makes livestock farming environments unique nexuses for the potential emergence of zoonotic diseases and/or antibiotic resistant bacteria and their resistance genes. Livestock can further facilitate transmission and emergence by serving as intermediary or amplifying hosts in which pathogens and antibiotic resistant bacteria and their genes can evolve and spill over into humans. As such, we were interested in understanding differences in the dairy worker microbiota that may arise due to exposure to livestock farming environments to evaluate potential risks of these environments in facilitating global dissemination of zoonotic disease, antibiotic resistant bacteria and antibiotic resistance genes.

We used culture independent methods that go beyond the traditional single pathogen approach to conduct comparisons between the gut microbiota and resistome of dairy workers and of community controls as well as to interrogate functional differences in commensal genomes recovered from both groups. To enable our study of functional differences, we first addressed methodological limitations with novel statistical methods for pangenomics. We developed `happi`, a statistical method for modeling gene presence that accounts for differential genome quality factors (e.g., mean coverage). We evaluated `happi`'s performance
using simulated and shotgun sequencing data and found that \textit{happi} is accurate and robust even in scenarios when genome quality is correlated with the main covariate of interest. \textit{happi} can furthermore be broadly applied to functional comparisons of genomes of other microorganisms beyond bacteria, and used in functional comparisons of metagenomes to adjust for differential quality (e.g., sequencing depths) of metagenomes.

Using \textit{happi} to facilitate our functional comparisons, we conducted a metagenomics and pangenomics investigation of the effects of occupational exposure to dairy farm environments on metagenome differences in taxonomy, diversity and gene presence (i.e., co-abundant gene groups (CAGs), antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs), and virulence factors) and on functional differences of gut commensal bacteria genomes in dairy workers and community controls. A major strength of our study was the multi-level interrogation of dairy worker and community control microbiomes. Our cross-sectional study examining differences in microbial genes and genomes from dairy workers and community controls observed several patterns for further investigation including greater abundance of tetracycline resistance genes and higher occurrence of cephamycin resistance genes in dairy workers’ metagenomes; evidence of commensal organism association with plasmid-mediated tetracycline resistance genes found in both dairy workers and community controls; and lower average gene and genome diversity in dairy workers’ metagenomes compared to community controls. These findings point towards possible avenues for future research to better understand the impact of exposure to zoonotic pathogens, antibiotic resistant organisms, and ARGs on the microbiome and resistome of livestock workers and others with close animal contact.
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2.1 We test the null hypothesis that the probability that a gene is present are equal for tongue and plaque-associated Saccharibacteria genomes. The top 3 panels show genes for which our proposed method resulted in greater p-values than existing methods, and the lower 3 panels shows genes for which our proposed method resulted in smaller p-values than existing methods. Our method reduced p-values when differences in detection cannot be attributed to genome quality factors (here, coverage), and increased p-values in situations when non-detection may be conflated with lower quality genomes. Points have been jittered vertically to separate observations. | 11
2.2 Simulations can be useful for evaluating the Type 1 and Type 2 error rates of methods for testing statistical hypotheses. (left) We find that logistic regression methods do not control Type 1 error, while \texttt{happi} does control Type 1 error at nominal levels. (right) We evaluate the power of \texttt{happi} to reject a false null hypothesis, finding that larger samples have greater power. In situations with greater correlation between quality variables and the covariate of interest, \texttt{happi} exhibits comparatively lower power. | 13
2.3 We subsampled reads from a publicly available \textit{E. coli} isolate genome to understand the impact of coverage on the probability of detecting a gene, finding that the probability of detection increases with coverage. We use a nonparametric smoother to interpolate this curve and use it as the true function \( f \) in our simulations. | 18
2.4 We evaluate the impact of increasing values of the hyperparameter \( \varepsilon = 0.01, 0.05, \) and 0.1 to assess the robustness of our results when fixing \( \varepsilon = 0 \). By leveraging \( \varepsilon \), we can assess the impact that different probabilities of “contamination” would have on our results. We find that increasing \( \varepsilon \) results in larger p-values on average compared to when we assume there is a 0% probability of falsely detecting a gene. Differences in gene presence between groups are generally moderated when we account for the non-zero probability of erroneously observing a gene. | 19
3.1 Stacked barplots of relative abundances show the most abundant phyla (left) and species (right) within each metagenome. At the phylum-level (left), Firmicutes spp., Bacteroidetes spp., and Actinobacteria spp. are the most abundant phyla across all samples. At the species-level (right), the five most abundant and prevalent species across community control and dairy worker metagenomes were *F. prausnitzii*, *E. rectale*, *P. copri*, and Eubacterium sp. CAG-180. Species with relative abundances less than 1% were grouped together. There was insufficient evidence to suggest major differences in the taxonomic composition of dairy worker metagenomes as compared to community controls.

3.2 For each metagenome, we compare the sequencing depth with the number of identified CARD genes, VFDB genes, and estimated number of genomes using single-copy core genes. Sequencing depths for our study metagenomes ranged from 18,687,775 − 33,675,630 paired end reads per sample. Samples with deeper sequencing had higher numbers of identified genes from the CARD and VFDB databases and higher numbers of estimated genomes. Within the community control group, three samples had the highest number of identified CARD genes out of all samples studied, whereas the remaining three community control samples within the community control group appeared to be indistinguishable from dairy workers in the number of identified CARD genes. This raises questions as to whether the three community control samples with the highest number of identified CARD genes are outliers or if antibiotic use was not accurately reported by these individuals.

3.3 We identified ARGs from eight antibiotic classes (rows) listed as critically important to human medicine by the WHO. $\log_{10}$ transformed relative abundances of antibiotic resistance genes grouped by these antibiotic classes are colored from lower (blue) to higher (red) relative abundances in each metagenome. Grey squares denote undetected antibiotic resistance genes. Visual inspection displays patterns of increased abundance of tetracycline resistance genes and macrolide resistance genes in dairy worker metagenomes. While the mean relative abundance of cephamycin resistance genes was lower in dairy workers compared to controls, cephamycin resistance genes had a higher occurrence in dairy workers as these genes were identified in 90% of dairy worker samples compared to 67% of community control samples.
4.1 Organization of F. prausnitzii genomes based on gene cluster frequencies show no clear association between genome organization and group. The inner radial dendrogram corresponds to 6,076 distinct gene clusters organized by gene presence/absence across the genomes. The inner 21 spokes represent genomes and are colored by group where orange spokes are genomes from dairy workers and blue spokes are genomes from community controls. These inner spokes corresponding to genomes are organized by their gene cluster frequencies (vertical dendrogram, top right). Cells that are filled represent gene clusters that are present. Gene clusters belonging to the “Core” genome are labeled in black and correspond to gene clusters that appear in only one genome and are part of the accessory genome. The second outermost spoke displays gene sequences from the CARD database. The outermost spoke identifies COG14 functions.

4.2 Genomes of R. bromii have been organized by gene content and reveal no evident association by group. The inner radial dendrogram corresponds to organization of 4,846 gene clusters by presence/absence across genomes. The inner 13 spokes represent R. bromii genomes colored by affiliation with either dairy workers (orange) or community controls (blue). Groups of gene clusters corresponding to the “Core” genome are labeled in black and those corresponding to the accessory genome (“Singletons”) are in red. Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 11$ genomes.

4.3 Pangenomic analysis of the species Fusicatenibacter saccharivorans reveals no distinct associations between genome organization based on gene cluster frequencies by group. The inner radial dendrogram corresponds to organization of 3,477 total gene clusters by presence/absence across the F. saccharivorans genomes. The inner eight spokes correspond to F. saccharivorans genomes recovered from dairy worker (orange) and community control (blue) samples. Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 6$ genomes.

4.4 Genomes of the species Eubacterium CAG-180 have been organized by their gene content revealing no affiliation by group (dairy worker compared to community control). The center radial dendrogram of the phylogram organizes the 2,883 distinct gene clusters by their presence/absence across the nine genomes. Each of the inner nine spokes corresponds to a Eubacterium CAG-180 genome and has been colored by association with dairy worker (orange) or community control (blue). Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 7$ genomes.
4.5 Nine Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417 genomes have been organized by their gene content and showed no association of organization by group. The inner nine spokes correspond to individual Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417 genomes that are colored by affiliation with dairy workers (orange) or community controls (blue). Gene clusters that are present are filled. The inner dendrogram organizes 3,126 gene clusters by presence/absence whereas the dendrogram at the 90° position organizes the genomes by gene frequencies. Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least \( n = 7 \) genomes.

4.6 Phylogenetic organization of Faecalibacterium prausnitzii genomes provides no evidence of affiliation by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 21 single copy core genes whereas the right dendrogram incorporated all 6,076 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.

4.7 Organization of R. bromii genomes using phylogenomics shows no evidence of association by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 103 single copy core genes and the right dendrogram used all 4,846 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.

4.8 Phylogenetic organization of F. saccharivorans genomes provided no evidence of affiliation by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 35 single copy core genes whereas the right dendrogram utilized all 3,477 gene clusters detected across genomes.

4.9 Phylogenetic organization of the Eubacterium CAG-180 genomes did not identify any clear associations by group. The dendrogram on the left was constructed using 15 single copy core genes whereas the dendrogram on the right utilized all 2,883 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.

4.10 Organization of these nine Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417 genomes using phylogenomics provided no evidence of affiliation by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 22 single copy core genes and the right dendrogram used all 3,126 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.

A.1 To test for differential abundance of species between dairy workers and community controls, we conducted independent t-tests of centered log ratio transformed relative abundances with a Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate correction. The 50 species with the highest magnitude test statistics show mixed patterns of differential abundance between groups. The heatmap displays CLR transformed relative abundances from lower abundances (blue) to higher (red) abundances.
A.2 Principal coordinates analysis using Bray-Curtis distances shows similarity in microbial compositions between dairy workers and community controls.

A.3 $\text{log}_{10}$ transformed relative abundances of all antibiotic resistance genes grouped by all antibiotic classes (rows) identified across the 16 metagenomes (columns). $\text{log}_{10}$ relative abundances are colored from smaller (blue) to larger (red) with grey cells representing no identified genes corresponding to a particular sample.

A.4 Estimated gene richness using \textit{breakaway} is positively correlated with predicted numbers of genomes in a metagenome using single-copy core genes.

A.5 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{CblA-1} resistance genes recovered from two dairy workers and one community control sample show taxonomic association of these genes with Bacteroides uniformis. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.6 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{cfxa2} resistance genes found in four dairy workers and one community control sample. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.7 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{cfxa3} resistance genes found in three dairy workers and one community control sample. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.8 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{cfxa4} and \textit{cfxa5} resistance genes found in community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.9 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{cfxa6} and \textit{cfxa5} resistance genes found in three dairy worker and one community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.10 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{tet W/N/W} resistance genes found in two community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.11 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{tet32} resistance genes found in two dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
A.12 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tetG and tetB resistance genes found in one dairy worker and one community control sample, respectively. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.13 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tetM resistance genes found in two community control and two dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.14 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tetO resistance genes found in one community control and three dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.15 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tetQ resistance genes identified in two community control and one dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.16 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tetW resistance genes identified in three dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.

A.17 Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tet(40) resistance genes identified in five dairy worker and four community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Zoonotic disease emergence and transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria or genes are serious biological hazards facing people with animal contact [60]. Modern farming practices and intensification have been linked to increased risks of emergence and amplification of zoonotic diseases and antimicrobial resistance [80, 108, 171]. Antibiotics are routinely administered in modern conventional livestock farming as therapeutics and/or prophylaxis, exerting a selective pressure for antibiotic resistance development in bacteria [46, 129, 94]. Livestock can further facilitate the emergence and transmission of these biological hazards by serving as intermediate or amplifier hosts in which pathogens and other antibiotic resistant organisms can evolve and spill over into humans [80]. The complex interplay between routine antibiotic use and zoonotic pathogen presence has raised concerns about livestock farming environments becoming unique nexuses for the potential emergence of zoonotic diseases and/or antibiotic resistant bacteria and their resistance genes [111].

Previous studies investigating the risk of zoonotic infections and antibiotic resistance acquisition in livestock workers have utilized culture-dependent techniques to examine the transmission and evolution of single pathogens and their antibiotic resistance genes [57, 159, 58, 130, 90]. However, a single pathogen view to understanding transmission dynamics of zoonotic diseases, antibiotic resistant bacteria, and antibiotic resistance genes is limited as bacterial communities of both pathogens and commensals have complex interactions and are capable of acquiring or transferring genes through horizontal gene transfer [133, 69]. Advancements in culture-independent methods such a next-generation sequencing (i.e., amplicon and shotgun metagenomic sequencing) have now allowed for a more comprehensive view of not only pathogens, but also of the structure and function of entire microbial com-
munities. Studies using next-generation sequencing data have revealed the functional importance of commensal organisms in immune homeostasis [6, 77, 5], disease development [55, 200, 122, 27], and even in resisting pathogen invasion and colonization [11, 86, 16, 82]. However, commensal organisms may also serve as reservoirs for transmission of antibiotic resistance genes to pathogens [171, 53] and under certain circumstances (e.g., depletion of microflora or acquisition of pathoadaptive functions) transition and become pathogens [143, 31, 150]. It is therefore important to understand effects of exposure to livestock farming environments on differences that may arise in the commensal microbiota to evaluate potential risks of these environments in facilitating global dissemination of zoonotic disease, antibiotic resistant bacteria and antibiotic resistance genes.

To study the effects of exposure to biological hazards (e.g., zoonotic pathogens, antibiotic resistant bacteria and their resistance genes) in livestock farming environments on the gut microbiota and resistome, I selected stool samples for shotgun metagenomics sequencing from dairy workers and community controls that had been collected as part of the Healthy Dairy Worker (HDW) study. I conducted shotgun metagenomics sequencing of stool samples from this cohort to facilitate detection of antimicrobial resistance genes and virulence factors and to assess functional differences between genomes of organisms recovered from the gastrointestinal tract of dairy workers and community controls.

To enable this study of functions, I first needed to address methodological limitations for functional comparisons in assembled genomes. Metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) obtained from shotgun metagenomics provide detailed insight into the functional and genetic differences of culturable and non-culturable microbial genomes [146]. However, MAGs are frequently incomplete or contain errors due to factors such as low sequencing depth, host contamination, choice of assembly, method of binning, and library preparation methods [22]. Failure to account for factors influencing the quality and completeness of MAGs has major implications on both the qualitative and quantitative conclusions of an analysis. To address these challenges, I developed a hypothesis testing approach to modeling gene presence that accounts for differential quality of genomes. This approach can also be extended to modeling
gene presence in metagenomes while accounting for differential quality of metagenomes. Chapter 2 presents the hierarchical model for modeling gene presence and illustrates the performance of the method on shotgun sequencing and simulated data.

Chapter 3 details the metagenomics investigation of differences between dairy worker and community control metagenomes. I examined differences in the taxonomic composition, carriage of antibiotic resistance and virulence factor genes, co-abundant gene groups, and gene richness between dairy workers and community controls. I applied the method developed in Chapter 2 to test for differential gene presence between dairy worker and community control metagenomes while accounting for sequencing depth differences. I additionally conducted taxonomic annotation of reconstructed genomic context around tetracycline and cephamycin resistance genes to evaluate potential differences in taxonomic affiliations of these genes between groups.

The work in Chapter 4 complements the work from the previous chapter by focusing on metagenome-assembled genomes of five commensal species recovered from dairy workers and community controls. I applied the methodology developed in Chapter 2 to conduct a pangenomics investigation of functional differences in commensal genomes from dairy workers compared to community controls. I furthermore performed a phylogenomics analysis of the commensal bacteria genomes to see whether there was evidence of phylogenetic organization by group. I conclude Chapter 4 with a comprehensive discussion of results and limitations from both Chapters 3 and 4. Finally, in Chapter 5 I provide concluding remarks of this dissertation research and discuss future directions and ongoing complementary work.
Chapter 2

HAPPI: A HIERARCHICAL APPROACH TO PANGENOMICS INFERENCE

2.1 Background

Members of the same bacterial species can display a wide variety of different phenotypes, and intra-species variation in pathogenicity, virulence, drug resistance, environmental range, and stress response has been observed across the tree of life [131, 153, 165, 76, 185]. Variation in phenotypes can in part be explained by genotypic variation, which is also considerable because mechanisms of genetic recombination in bacteria facilitate large genetic variation even within narrow organismal groups. For example, of 7,385 gene clusters observed in a study of 31 genomes in the genus Prochlorococcus, only 766 gene clusters were detected in all genomes [32]. We refer to the set of genes shared by all members of a clade as the core genome and we refer to the set of genes not shared by all members as the accessory genome [178]. Together, these sets of genes comprise a clade’s pangenome: the entire collection of genes present in one or more organisms within the clade. In this paper, we describe a novel tool for pangenome analysis. Our tool is a statistical method to model the association between gene presence and covariates (predictors). Our method offers interpretable parameter estimates, a fast algorithm for estimation, and a flexible hypothesis testing procedure.

While culture-based studies have historically been used to study the gene content of bacteria, it has become increasingly common to employ shotgun metagenomics to study bacterial genomes and communities. Shotgun metagenomic sequencing involves untargeted sequencing of all DNA in an environment, enabling the study of genomes in their environmental context. Short reads from shotgun sequencing can be assembled into contigs and binned into metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), which represent a partial reconstruction of
an individual bacterial genome. Despite major advances in methods for binning MAGs, MAGs can contain two types of errors. First, there can be genes that are truly present in the genome the MAG represents, but are unobserved in a MAG. Common reasons for this error include inadequate sequencing depth, high diversity in the metagenomes under study, and the inherent limitations of short read sequencing for reconstructing repetitive regions [37, 202, 154, 146, 164]. A second type of error in MAGs is erroneously observed genes: genes that are included in a MAG that are not truly present in the originating genome. This phenomenon is often referred to as contamination. The use of automated binning tools in the absence of manual inspection and refinement can lead to elevated rates of contamination. For example, the identification of contaminating contigs from manual refinement of MAGs produced by a massive unsupervised genome reconstruction effort removed 30 putative functions from a single contaminated genome [22, 139].

To address the challenges that contaminating and unobserved genes create for detecting enriched genes, our proposed method incorporates information about each genome’s quality. Under our proposed model, a gene may be unobserved in a genome either because the gene is not present in the source genome, or because it could not be recovered from the obtained sequencing data. If, for example, the coverage of short reads across the genome was high and most of the expected core genes were observed, then the lack of detection of a given gene is more likely attributable to its true absence. The user can select which variables they believe to be the most informative for genome quality in their dataset. We develop estimators of the parameters of our model, discuss interpretation of model parameters, propose a hypothesis testing approach, and illustrate the performance of our model on shotgun sequencing and simulated data.
2.2 Results

2.2.1 A Hierarchical Model for Gene Presence

We present a hierarchical model for the association between bacterial gene presence and covariates of interest (e.g., host treatment status, environment of origin, relevant confounders, etc.). We consider observations on n genomes, which could be either metagenome-assembled genomes, isolate genomes, reference genomes, or any combination. Let $Y_i$ be an indicator variable for the gene of interest being observed in genome $i$, $Y_i = 1$ if the gene is observed in genome $i$ and $Y_i = 0$ otherwise. However, we are not interested in whether the gene is observed in each genome – we are interested in whether it is present in each genome. To this end, we define $\lambda_i$ to be a latent (unobserved) random variable that indicates if the gene is truly present in genome $i$ ($\lambda_i = 1$ if present).

We propose a logistic model to connect gene presence to covariate vector $X_i \in \mathbb{R}^p$:

$$
\log \left( \frac{Pr(\lambda_i = 1|X_i)}{Pr(\lambda_i = 0|X_i)} \right) = X_i^T \beta,
$$

(2.1)

where the $\lambda_i$'s are conditionally independent given $X_i$ and follow a Bernoulli distribution. Therefore, when comparing groups of genomes that differ by one unit in $X_k$ but are alike with respect to $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_{k-1}, X_{k+1}, \ldots, X_p$, $\beta_k$ gives the difference in the log-odds that the gene will be present between these two groups of genomes. To connect $\lambda_i$ to $Y_i$ we propose the following model

$$
Pr(Y_i = 1|\lambda_i = \ell, M_i) = \begin{cases} 
  f(M_i) & \ell = 1 \\
  \varepsilon & \ell = 0,
\end{cases}
$$

(2.2)

where $Y_i$ are conditionally independent Bernoulli distribution random variables; $\varepsilon$ is the probability that a gene is observed in a genome in which it is absent (e.g., due to contamination or crosstalk); $M_i \in \mathbb{R}^q$ is a vector of genome quality covariates; and $f(\cdot) : \mathbb{R}^q \to \mathbb{R}$ is a flexible function to connect quality variables to the probability of detecting a present gene. Relevant quality variables are context-dependent and could include coverage of the
gene from metagenomic read recruitment, completion (percentage of single copy core genes observed in the genome), redundancy (percentage of single copy core genes observed more than once in the genome), and an indicator for the genome originating from an isolated bacterial population.

2.2.2 Parameter Estimation

The latent variable structure of our model makes the Expectation-Maximization Algorithm an appealing choice for estimating unknown parameters $\theta = (\beta, f)$. Because we do not observe $\{\lambda_i\}_{i=1}^n$, $\varepsilon$ and $f$ are not, in general, jointly identifiable. Therefore, we treat $\varepsilon$ as a hyperparameter that can be fixed by the user or leveraged for sensitivity analyses. To improve stability of parameter estimates, we impose a Firth-type penalty on $\beta$. The complete data penalized log-likelihood is linear in $\lambda_i$, which allows us to simplify the expected complete data penalized log-likelihood at step $t$ of an EM iteration as

$$
\mathbb{E}_{\lambda, y, \theta^{(t-1)}}[l(\beta, f, \varepsilon | y, \lambda)] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( p_i^{(t)} \left[ Y_i \tilde{f}(M_i) - \log(1 + \exp(\tilde{f}(M_i))) \right] 
+ (1 - p_i^{(t)})[Y_i \tilde{\varepsilon} - \log(1 + \exp(\tilde{\varepsilon}))]
+ \left[ p_i^{(t)} X_i^T \beta - \log(1 + \exp(X_i^T \beta)) \right] \right) 
- \frac{1}{2} \log \left| \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i X_i^T \expit(X_i^T \beta)(1 - \expit(X_i^T \beta)) \right|,
$$

where $\tilde{\varepsilon} = \logit(\varepsilon), \tilde{f}(x) = \logit(f(x))$ for all $x$, and $p_i^{(t)} = \mathbb{E}[\lambda_i | Y_i, \theta^{(t-1)}]$ can be simplified as

$$
p_i^{(t)} = \frac{Pr(Y_i | \lambda_i = 1, \theta^{(t-1)}) Pr(\lambda_i = 1 | \theta^{(t-1)})}{Pr(Y_i | \theta^{(t-1)})},
$$

where the terms in the numerator are given in (2.1) and (2.2), and the denominator is given by

$$
Pr(Y_i | \theta^{(t-1)}) = Pr(Y_i | \lambda_i = 1, \theta^{(t-1)}) Pr(\lambda_i = 1 | \theta^{(t-1)})
+ Pr(Y_i | \lambda_i = 0, \theta^{(t-1)}) Pr(\lambda_i = 0 | \theta^{(t-1)}).
$$
We maximize the expected complete data penalized log-likelihood separately for $\beta$ and $f$. Owing to the form of the expected complete data penalized log-likelihood, efficient algorithms exist to perform each of these maximizations. Optimizing (2.3) with respect to $\beta$ is equivalent to fitting a binomial generalized linear model with logit link function for outcomes $p_i^{(t)}$ via Firth-penalized maximum likelihood, and we find Newton’s method to be stable and fast for this purpose.

Optimizing for $f$ depends on the class of functions in which $f$ falls. We investigated two flexible non-parametric options for $f$: $f \in \mathcal{F}$, where $\mathcal{F}$ is the class of bounded non-decreasing functions that map from $\mathbb{R}$ to $\mathbb{R}$, and $f \in \mathcal{I}$ where $\mathcal{I}$ is the class of linear combinations of $k$ I-spline basis functions and a constant function where all basis functions have nonnegative coefficients. Both $f \in \mathcal{F}$ and $f \in \mathcal{I}$ result in a monotone estimate for $f$. To obtain the EM update for $f \in \mathcal{F}$, we use the primal active set algorithm of \texttt{isotone} \cite{isotone} with custom loss function given by the first term in (2.3) plus a penalty term $-\cosh\left(\left(\frac{m}{a}\right)^2\right)$ to prevent $|f|$ from growing without bound. We found that setting $a = 50$ gives a sensible tradeoff between algorithm convergence and numerical stability. To obtain the EM update for $f \in \mathcal{I}$, we fit a logistic regression on $p_i^{(t)}$ with predictors consisting of an I-spline basis with all non-intercept coefficients constrained to be nonnegative. We use the I-spline basis functions implemented in \texttt{splines2} \cite{splines2}. In an analysis where we used short-read subsampling to approximate an empirical $f$, we found that $f \in \mathcal{I}$ outperformed $f \in \mathcal{F}$ (see Section 2.5.2), and for that reason we consider $f \in \mathcal{I}$ throughout the remainder of this chapter. We run the estimation algorithm for $t_{\text{max}}$ steps or until the relative increase in the log-likelihood is below threshold $\Delta$ for 5 consecutive steps.

### 2.2.3 Hypothesis Testing

To enable inference on the odds that a gene will be present in groups of genomes that differ in their covariate attributes, we construct a hypothesis test for null hypotheses of the form $A\beta = c$ for $A \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times p}$ and $c \in \mathbb{R}^h$ where $\text{rank}(A) = h$. This allows testing of null hypotheses including $\beta_k = 0$ (the odds that the gene will be present are equal when comparing groups of...
genomes that differ in $X_k$ but are alike with respect to $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_{k-1}, X_{k+1}, \ldots, X_p$.

We propose to use a likelihood ratio test for $A \beta = c$, rejecting $H_0$ at level $\alpha$ if $Q_{\text{LRT}} = 2[\mathcal{L}(\hat{\theta}) - \mathcal{L}(\hat{\theta}_0)]$ exceeds the upper $100\alpha\%$ quantile of a $\chi^2_h$ distribution, where $\hat{\theta}$ is the maximum likelihood estimate of $\theta$; $\hat{\theta}_0$ is the maximum likelihood estimate of $\theta$ under the null hypothesis; and $\mathcal{L}$ is the log-likelihood function.

2.2.4 Data Analysis: Saccharibacteria MAGs

We consider a publicly-available dataset of $n = 43$ non-redundant Saccharibacteria (TM7) MAGs recovered from supragingival plaque ($n = 27$) and tongue dorsum ($n = 16$) samples of seven individuals from [163] (see Section 2.5 for more information). The wide variation in mean coverage across the MAGs (1.07 – 26.35×) makes this an appealing dataset on which to illustrate our quality variable-adjusting pangenomics method.

We consider methods that allow us to test the null hypothesis that the probability (equivalently, odds) that a gene is present in Saccharibacteria genomes are equal for tongue and plaque-associated genomes. The alternative hypothesis is that the probabilities differ. We compare our proposed method (happi: a Hierarchical Approach to Pangenomics Inference) with three competitors: a logistic regression model for $Y_i$ with a likelihood ratio test (GLM-LRT); a logistic regression model for $Y_i$ with a Rao test (GLM-Rao); and Fisher’s exact test (Fisher). Note that these latter three methods test hypotheses about the odds that a gene is observed, while our proposed approach tests hypotheses about the odds that a gene is present, but we believe that results can be reasonably compared between these methods. We consider a single quality variable $M_i$ for our analysis with happi: mean coverage across genome $i$. Our primary comparison is with GLM-Rao, which is the method currently implemented for pangenomics hypothesis testing in anvi’o [163]. We also note that the results from GLM-Rao and GLM-LRT are highly correlated, especially for larger p-values.

Different methods identified different differentially present genes. Out of 713 COG functions tested, happi identified 171 differentially present genes when controlling false discovery rate at the 5% level; GLM-LRT identified 219 genes; GLM-Rao identified 175 genes; and
Fisher identified 146 genes. Our proposed method calculated lower p-values for 20%, 35% and 85% of genera compared to GLM-LRT, GLM-Rao, and Fisher’s test. We show results from 6 specific model estimates in Figure 2.1: 3 genes for which happi produced greater p-values than GLM-Rao (upper panels), and 3 genes for which it produced smaller p-values than GLM-Rao (lower panels). In all instances where happi produced greater p-values than GLM-Rao, non-detections generally occurred in genomes with low mean coverage. GLM-Rao does not account for coverage information, and so unlike happi, it can conflate gene absence with non-detections due to quality. We believe that statements about significance should be moderated when detection patterns can be attributable to quality variables, and therefore that it is reasonable that p-values are larger in these three cases. In contrast, happi produced smaller p-values than GLM-Rao in instances when non-detections occurred for greater coverage MAGs, or broadly across the range of MAG coverage (lower panels). In these instances, differences in detection are less likely to be attributable to quality factors, and it is reasonable that the significance of findings can be strengthened by including data on quality variables.

We additionally performed a sensitivity analysis using different values of the hyperparameter $\varepsilon \in \{0.01, 0.05, 0.1\}$ compared to $\varepsilon = 0$ to assess the robustness of our results to varying degrees of contamination in our genomes. We interpret $\varepsilon > 0$ as the non-zero probability of observing a gene given that it is truly absent. As shown in Figure 2.4, increasing values of $\varepsilon$ resulted in larger p-values with average percent increases in p-values of 8%, 65%, and 209% for $\varepsilon = 0.01, 0.05,$ and 0.1, respectively. We examined the proportion of p-values that had percent changes greater than 5% and found that 32%, 50%, and 49% of p-values from our $\varepsilon = 0.01, 0.05,$ and 0.1 results had percent changes greater than 5%. The larger p-values produced by happi with increasing magnitudes of $\varepsilon$ are sensible as we would expect differences in gene presence between groups to be less pronounced when accounting for a non-zero probability of erroneously observing a gene. Furthermore, we can use the results from our sensitivity analyses to moderate findings for gene presence results that were less robust to changes in $\varepsilon$ and similarly confirm the robustness of our results for genes that were
Figure 2.1: We test the null hypothesis that the probability that a gene is present are equal for tongue and plaque-associated Saccharibacteria genomes. The top 3 panels show genes for which our proposed method resulted in greater p-values than existing methods, and the lower 3 panels shows genes for which our proposed method resulted in smaller p-values than existing methods. Our method reduced p-values when differences in detection cannot be attributed to genome quality factors (here, coverage), and increased p-values in situations when non-detection may be conflated with lower quality genomes. Points have been jittered vertically to separate observations.

minimally affected by a change in $\varepsilon$.

2.2.5 Simulation Study

Finally, we investigate the performance of our approach by evaluating its Type 1 error rate and power. To generate data that most realistically reflects the relationship between coverage and gene detection in shotgun metagenomics studies, we construct $f(\cdot)$ for use in this simulation by subsampling short-reads from host-associated *E. coli* genomes ([4]; see Section 2.5.2 and Figure 2.3). We consider $q = 1$ and $q = 2$, and let $M_i = 10 + 30(n-1)/n$,
$X_{i1} = 1$, $X_{i2} = \mathcal{N}\left(\frac{i-1}{n-1}, \sigma = \sigma_{x}\right)$ and $\epsilon = 0$. $\sigma_{x}$ is a parameter that controls the degree of correlation between $M_{i}$ and $X_{i2}$, with larger values resulting in less correlation between quality variables and the predictor of interest. We simulate data according to the model described in (2.1) and (2.2), with $\beta = (0, 0)^{T}$ for Type 1 error simulations and $\beta = (0, \beta_{1})^{T}$ with $\beta_{1} \neq 0$ for power simulations. Note that because $X_{i1}$ is continuous, a Fisher’s exact test cannot be applied in this setting.

The results of Type 1 error rate simulations are shown in Figure 2.2 (left panels). We only show results for GLM-Rao because GLM-LRT and GLM-Rao produced highly similar p-values (mean squared difference $1.3 \times 10^{-5}$, correlation = 0.99996, $n_{\text{sim}} = 3000$). Notably, the logistic regression methods are anti-conservative, and do not control Type 1 error rates at nominal levels. For example, for a 5%-level test, Type 1 error rates for GLM-LRT range from 8.6% ($n = 30$ and $\sigma_{x} = 0.5$; 95% CI: 6.1–11.1%) to 31.6% ($n = 100$ and $\sigma_{x} = 0.25$; 95% CI: 27.5–35.7%). Stated differently, under $H_{0}$, GLM-LRT will return p-values that are usually too small, leading to more frequent incorrect conclusions of an association. In contrast, happi does control the Type 1 error rate, behaving near-exactly. We estimate that happi’s Type 1 error rates for a 5% test when $n = 30$ and $\sigma_{x} = 0.5$ is 5.2% (95% CI: 3.3–7.2%), and when $n = 100$ and $\sigma_{x} = 0.25$, happi’s empirical Type 1 error rate is 6.0% (95% CI: 3.9–8.1%). Greater correlation between the quality variable (coverage) and the covariate of interest leads to greater anti-conservativeness for logistic regression methods, which incorrectly attribute differences in gene presence to the covariate of interest. However, happi appears to control Type 1 error across the range of $\sigma_{x}$ investigated here.

We show the power of happi to correctly reject a null hypothesis at the 5% level in Figure 2.2 (right panels). We do not evaluate power for GLM-Rao and GLM-LRT because they have uncontrolled Type 1 error rates, making them invalid tests. We observe that the power of happi to reject a false null hypothesis increases with the effect size and sample size, but decreases with greater correlation between $M_{i}$ and $X_{i1}$. Stated differently, happi has low power to detect true associations between gene presence and covariates of interest when covariates are correlated with genome quality, though this can be remedied with larger
Figure 2.2: Simulations can be useful for evaluating the Type 1 and Type 2 error rates of methods for testing statistical hypotheses. (left) We find that logistic regression methods do not control Type 1 error, while \texttt{happi} does control Type 1 error at nominal levels. (right) We evaluate the power of \texttt{happi} to reject a false null hypothesis, finding that larger samples have greater power. In situations with greater correlation between quality variables and the covariate of interest, \texttt{happi} exhibits comparatively lower power.

Taken together, these results show that \texttt{happi} is robust to potential correlation between covariates of interest and genome quality. This is not the case for logistic regression-based methods, which cannot distinguish between differential gene presence due to genome quality and differential gene presence due to associations with covariates. No method will perform well under the alternative with small sample sizes and high correlation (see Figure 2.2 third panel), but \texttt{happi} has some power for large sample sizes and large effect sizes in this setting, and controls Type 1 error at nominal levels regardless of the sample size.

2.3 Discussion

Many tools exist to study associations between microbial genome variation and microbial or host phenotypes \cite{14, 39, 24, 99, 162}. Studies investigating the association between microbial genomes and phenotypes are often referred to as microbial genome-wide association studies.
(mGWAS) \[155, 141\]. Most mGWAS tools have been developed for the analysis of pure microbial isolates, and do not account for differential genome quality in genomes analyzed collectively. mGWAS tools may be better-suited when the hypothesized causal direction is that the presence of genetic features gives rise to a phenotypic characteristic, and not the reverse. In this paper, we propose and validate a novel method (happi) to understand how non-microbial variation (e.g., environmental variation) is associated with microbial genome variation. The implied direction of modeling is reversed in our model compared to mGWAS models: our response variable is gene presence rather than phenotype. This allows interrogation of questions about factors influencing selection pressures on genomes, rather than questions about the impact of the microbiome on phenotypic outcomes.

We view the main advantage of happen as its use of data about genome quality factors. To support the increasing use of shotgun metagenomic data to recover fragmented microbial genomes, researchers need methods that are capable of analyzing incomplete and imperfect genomes. While we are not aware of methods for modeling gene enrichment in MAGs, we offer comparisons to commonly used methods for analyzing near-complete genomes, such as Fisher’s exact test (used by PanPhlAn3 \[157, 9\] and Scoary \[14\]) and logistic regression (used by anvi’o \[43, 163\]; see also \[13\]). In situations where differences in gene detection can be attributed to differences in genome quality, happen correctly infers that gene enrichment is ambiguous, and correspondingly identifies associations as less significant compared to competitor methods. However, in situations where genome quality cannot explain gene detection patterns, happen has greater precision than other methods and produces smaller p-values. We show via simulation that the advantages of happen are most pronounced when there is correlation between covariates and quality variables.

Results generated from happen are easily interpretable with reasonable run times on a modern laptop without parallelization, averaging 1.04 seconds per gene over 713 genes in \( n = 43 \) samples with \( t_{\text{max}} = 1000 \) and \( \Delta = 0.01 \) on a 2.6 GHz i7 processor with 16 GB RAM. Since genes are treated independently, this analysis can be trivially parallelized, and furthermore, accuracy in estimation can be traded off for reduced runtime by reducing \( t_{\text{max}} \).
or increasing $\Delta$.

We suggest several avenues for further research. The first is to study the impact of experimental design on the statistical power of our proposed hypothesis testing procedure. Researchers often have to decide how to allocate budget across number of samples (including replicates and control data) and sequencing depth per sample. While existing guidelines for sequencing depth have focused on taxonomy estimation, MAG reconstruction, and gene detection [154, 202, 146, 63, 66, 166], our proposed modeling approach enables the principled study of the design of shotgun sequencing experiments to maximize power to detect differences in gene presence across sample groups.

Our latent variable model has possible utility for modeling the presence of amplicon sequence variants, and could offer a method for studying patterns of sequence variant presence when shotgun sequencing is infeasible or not preferred. For example, if a sequence variant is observed $W_i$ times in sample $i$, then it would be reasonable to model $Y_i = 1_{\{W_i > 0\}}$. This would permit inference on the equality of the probability that the sequence variant is absent in a sample across sample groups. Notably, by choosing an $\epsilon > 0$ (e.g., via the use of negative control samples), `happi` can adjust for the impact of index switching in studies that leverage multiplexing [97, 75]. We leave the application of `happi` to modeling the presence of amplicon sequence variants to future research.

Collectively, we have shown that `happi` is accurate and robust, even when genome quality is correlated with gene presence predictors. As the recovery of metagenome-assembled genomes becomes increasingly common, statistical tools that account for errors in recovered genomes become increasingly necessary. By leveraging genome quality metrics, `happi` provides sensible and interpretable results in an analysis of metagenome-assembled genome data, improves statistical inference under simulation, and can run efficiently on a local machine. Finally, by distributing open-source software in R implementing our proposed estimation and inference methods, we hope that `happi` can be used widely in a variety of genomics research settings. `happi` is available as an open-source R package via `https://github.com/statdivlab/happi` under a BSD-3-Clause license.
2.4 Availability of data and materials

happi is available as an open-source R package at https://github.com/statdivlab/happi. The data supporting the conclusions of this article along with code for reproducing our results are made available at https://github.com/statdivlab/happi_supplementary.

2.5 Methods

2.5.1 Methods: Saccharibacteria MAGs

The Saccharibacteria MAGs used in Data Analysis: Saccharibacteria MAGs were taken from publicly available data [163]. Specifically, data on genome quality metrics (i.e. mean coverage) of these Saccharibacteria MAGs were retrieved from supplementary materials https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.11634321 and information on the presence or absence of COG functions in each MAG was extracted from the Saccharibacteria pangenome contigs databases and profiles located at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12217811. Functional annotation of the genes was performed using NCBI’s Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) database [175]. Further details on sampling, assembly, binning, and refinement can be found in [163]. In our data analysis, we specified $t_{\text{max}} = 1000$, $\Delta = 0.01$ and $\epsilon = 0$. We set $\epsilon = 0$ because these MAGs had undergone careful manual refinement to remove contamination from other genomes. We suggest the use of $\epsilon > 0$ when binning is performed automatically and without additional manual refinement.

2.5.2 Methods: simulation studies

Subsampling study of E. coli isolate DRR102664

To investigate the probability of detecting a gene that it is truly present ($Pr(Y_i = 1|\lambda_i = 1, M_i = m)$), we conducted a subsampling simulation study of an E. coli isolate genome taken from [4]. We selected E. coli isolate DRR102664 to perform our subsampling simulation and the eaeA gene (K12790) as our target gene of interest. In enteropathogenic
Escherichia coli, the \textit{eaeA} gene produces a 94-kDa outer membrane protein called intimin which has been shown to be necessary to produce the attaching-and-effacing lesion. For our subsampling study, we subsampled paired sequences 50 times from the DRR102664 genome at approximate coverages \( m = (2x, 3x, ..., 24x, 25x) \). Coverages were estimated using the calculation \( \frac{\text{read count} \times \text{read length}}{\text{genome length}} \). We annotated and identified the \textit{eaeA} gene in each set of subsampled sequences and calculated the empirical probability of detection as the fraction of samples of coverage \( m \) that detected \textit{eaeA}. The results of our subsampling investigation of the impact of coverage on \( \Pr(Y = 1|\lambda = 1) \) are shown in Figure 2.3.

\textit{Evaluating estimators for \( f \)}

Many different choices of functions \( f \) could be used to connect the probability of detecting a present gene to quality variables \( M_i \). We evaluated two options under simulation: \( f(M_i) \in \mathcal{F} \) for \( \mathcal{F} \) the class of bounded non-decreasing functions and \( f(M_i) \in \mathcal{I} \) for \( \mathcal{I} \) the class of bounded non-decreasing functions. As in Simulation Study, we set \( M_i = 10 + 30\frac{i-1}{n-1} \), \( X_{i1} = 1 \), \( X_{i2} = \mathcal{N}(\frac{i-1}{n-1}, \sigma = \sigma_x) \), \( \beta_0 = 0 \) and \( \epsilon = 0 \). The true \( f(\cdot) \) in this simulation is a generalized additive model with binomial link function [197] fit to the observations shown in Figure 2.3. This was done to select a true detection curve that well-reflects empirical probabilities of detecting a gene at a given coverage, such as gene \textit{eaeA} in \textit{E. coli} isolate genome DRR102664. We evaluated all estimators via mean squared error and median squared error for estimating \( \beta_1 \). We investigated all combinations of \( n \in \{30, 50, 100\} \), \( \beta_1 \in \{0.5, 1, 2\} \) and \( \sigma_x \in \{0.25, 0.5\} \), and performed 250 draws for each combination. For 17 out of 18 combinations of \( n \), \( \beta_1 \) and \( \sigma_x \), we found that \( f \in \mathcal{I} \) outperformed \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) with respect to median squared error, with an average reduction in median squared error of 54\%. For 18 out of 18 combinations, \( f \in \mathcal{I} \) outperformed \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) with respect to mean squared error, with an average reduction of 51\%. For this reason, we chose to set \( f \in \mathcal{I} \) as the default option \textit{happi}, and used this class of functions for both our data analyses and error rate simulations.
Figure 2.3: We subsampled reads from a publicly available *E. coli* isolate genome to understand the impact of coverage on the probability of detecting a gene, finding that the probability of detection increases with coverage. We use a nonparametric smoother to interpolate this curve and use it as the true function $f$ in our simulations.

*Type 1 error and power simulations*

For the Type 1 error rate and power simulations shown in Section 2.2.5, we performed 500 simulations for each combination of $\sigma_x$, $\beta_1$ and $n$. We set a minimum of 16 EM iterations, $t_{\text{max}} = 50$ and $\Delta = 0.1$ for both the null and alternative models.
Figure 2.4: We evaluate the impact of increasing values of the hyperparameter $\varepsilon = 0.01, 0.05, \text{and } 0.1$ to assess the robustness of our results when fixing $\varepsilon = 0$. By leveraging $\varepsilon$, we can assess the impact that different probabilities of “contamination” would have on our results. We find that increasing $\varepsilon$ results in larger p-values on average compared to when we assume there is a 0% probability of falsely detecting a gene. Differences in gene presence between groups are generally moderated when we account for the non-zero probability of erroneously observing a gene.
Chapter 3

INVESTIGATION OF DIFFERENCES IN DAIRY WORKER AND COMMUNITY CONTROL METAGENOMES

3.1 Background

Advances in next generation sequencing have facilitated further understanding of not only pathogens, but entire microbial communities of culturable and unculturable microorganisms. Increased knowledge of the composition, genetics, and functional capacity of the gut microbiome has revealed the profound impact that microorganisms of the human gut microbiome have on immune homeostasis [6, 77, 5], disease development [55, 200, 122, 27], and even resistance against pathogen invasion [11, 86, 16, 82]. The human gut microbiota is influenced both by host genetics [199, 144] and environmental factors such as diet [103, 28], geography [201], and medications [12, 106]. Recent research suggests, however, that environmental factors outweigh host genetics in shaping the gut microbiome [152, 54]. Consequently, environments that are rich in antibiotic resistant organisms, antibiotic residues, and/or ARGs are of great public health concern, as these environments may serve as hotspots for antibiotic resistance emergence and propagation. Antibiotics are administered frequently for therapeutic and prophylactic purposes in conventional livestock farming, making these antibiotic-rich environments potential nexuses for transmission between livestock and workers of not only antibiotic resistant organisms and their ARGs, but also of zoonotic pathogens that could be resistant to certain antibiotics [111]. Modern farming practices and intensification have previously been linked to the emergence and amplification of zoonotic diseases and antimicrobial resistance (AMR) [80, 108]. Livestock workers on animal farms where antibiotics are commonly administered are therefore an ideal cohort for studying the impact of environmental exposure to antibiotic resistant organisms, ARGs and zoonotic pathogens on the potential
for zoonotic infections as well as commensal bacteria adaptations and roles in antibiotic resistance propagation.

Lower rates of asthma and allergic diseases have been observed among persons with early life exposure to farm environments [84, 195, 34] and differences in the gut microbiota between such groups have been proposed as an explanation for these lower rates. In particular, increased microbial diversity in microbiomes of individuals with early life exposure to certain non-occupational farming environments has been associated with a protective “farm effect” against the development of asthma and allergic disease [84, 195, 34]. Studies focusing on the effect of occupational farm exposure on the worker microbiome have demonstrated similar patterns of increased diversity in the microbiomes of workers, in addition to evidence of microbial sharing between the workers and their environments [84, 92, 117]. However, since these studies utilized 16S rRNA gene sequencing, they had limited resolution in studying functional differences in the farm-exposed gut microbiome.

Shotgun metagenomic studies, which involves untargeted sequencing of all genetic content in a sample, can circumvent some of the challenges with amplicon sequencing by providing higher taxonomic and functional resolution of microorganisms; insight into the metabolic, virulence or resistance potential of microbial communities; recovery of whole genome sequences; and simultaneous study of all microorganisms in a sample (including archaea, viruses, bacteria, and eukaryotes) [146, 81]. Several metagenomic studies have looked at the effect of occupational exposure to animal agriculture on ARG carriage and through characterization of the “resistome”, found higher prevalence of ARGs as well as evidence of transmission of ARGs from animal farming environments to workers [171, 184, 36]. While these studies demonstrated the potential impacts of exposure to these ARG rich environments on carriage of ARGs in the gut metagenome, they either focused primarily on understanding the presence of ARGs in total community DNA without assigning ARGs to particular species of commensal bacteria, or they used cultured isolates of a single species of generally commensal bacteria (e.g., *Escherichia coli*) to understand species-level antibiotic resistance transmission [171, 184, 36]. Furthermore, these studies did not simultaneously examine virulence factor
genes which encode for functions that can cause disease as well as assist an organism to persist and disseminate [125]. While virulence factors have historically been associated with pathogens [125] they have also been identified on commensal or non-pathogenic genomes [67,132]. Many of the same strategies used by pathogens to persist and adapt to their environments are similarly used by commensal organisms [125, 65], and transmission of these factors can occur between pathogens and commensals through mobile genetic elements [88,134]. Previous studies of the effect of occupational exposure to livestock farming environments on the metagenome have thus provided limited understanding of the roles of both culturable and unculturable commensal bacteria in ARG and virulence factor transmission and propagation.

To interrogate the effect of exposure to livestock farming environments on the commensal gut microbiome of workers, we conducted pangenomic and metagenomic comparisons of dairy worker and community control gut microbiota. We studied differences in the taxonomic compositions and community structures of gut metagenomes between dairy workers and community controls, and investigated differences in the carriage of virulence factor genes and ARGs in dairy worker and community control metagenomes. We additionally evaluated potential taxonomic affiliations of genes conferring resistance to beta-lactams (cephamycin and cephalosporins) and tetracyclines, and assessed whether differences in taxonomic context existed based on group association. We continued our metagenomic investigation by analyzing co-abundant gene groups that may be associated with working on a dairy farm and examined differences in genetic diversity. Finally, we investigated whether occupational exposure to livestock on dairy farms resulted in functional differences in commensal bacteria genomes of the gut microbiome and whether there was an increase in carriage of antibiotic resistance genes and/or virulence factors in these bacteria. Our study presents insights into differences that may arise in the human gut microbiome and resistome as a result of occupational exposure to livestock farming environments.
3.2 Results

3.2.1 Study description

Recruitment and sample collection of dairy workers and community controls was conducted under the Healthy Dairy Worker study. The Healthy Dairy Worker study recruited dairy workers from three conventional large (> 5000 animals) farms in Yakima Valley where every dairy worker was approached by study staff for study enrollment. Community controls were enrolled from Yakima Valley neighborhoods using snowball sampling where research participants assisted research staff in identifying other potential participants. Details on the eligibility criteria used by the Healthy Dairy Worker study in enrolling its cohort of dairy workers and community controls is detailed in section 3.4.

We studied 16 gut metagenomes from ten dairy workers and six community controls derived from stool samples obtained at study enrollment by the Healthy Dairy Worker (HDW) study. We selected the 10 dairy worker samples through random sampling of study subjects that met our exclusion criteria of no antibiotic use within three months of sample collection and baseline enrollment. Additionally, dairy worker samples were selected from dairy workers working on one farm. All ten dairy workers identified as white Hispanic or Latino males. We note that numbers of women working on the participating dairy farms of the Healthy Dairy Worker study was low and therefore recruitment of women into the study was low. Selection of the 6 community control samples was done using random sampling of individuals who identified as white Hispanic or Latino males and had no antibiotic use within three months of sample collection and baseline enrollment.

The mean age of dairy workers was lower (38.40 SD 8.99) compared to community controls (49.50 SD 10.75), however these differences were not statistically significant at the 5% level using an independent t-test ($p = 0.06$). We additionally observed similar proportions of community controls who were current smokers (67%) compared to dairy workers (70%). Furthermore, all community controls reported similar occupations as field workers in non-animal agriculture at the time of sample collection and study enrollment. Study enrollment
and baseline sample collection began in 2018 for these 16 participants. In January 2017, the Food and Drug Administration completed implementation of the Guidance for Industry (GFI) no. 213 which banned the use of antibiotics for growth promotion purposes and transitioned medically important antibiotics used in drinking water and feed from over-the-counter status to Veterinary Feed Directive (VFD) or prescription status [52, 51]. We note that the collection timeline of the samples used in this metagenomics study occurred at least one year after the full implementation of the FDA’s GFI no. 213 policy.

3.2.2 Taxonomic profiling of dairy worker and community control metagenomes

The 16 metagenomic samples were composed of nine distinct phyla: Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Proteobacteria, Euryarchaeota, Spirochaetes, unclassified Eukaryota and Synergistetes. Of these phyla, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Actinobacteria were the three most abundant phyla found across all samples (Figure 3.1, left). The large representation of Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Actinobacteria reflected similar community compositions observed in healthy subjects from the Human Microbiome Project [72]. We also note that while the majority of the phyla identified are from the domain Bacteria, we observed organisms from the domains Archaea (Euryarchaeota) and Eukaryota as well. We detected Euryarchaeota organisms in five dairy worker and six community control samples and unclassified Eukaryota organisms in low abundances in only two dairy worker samples from our study. To examine phylum-level differences between dairy workers and community controls, we tested for differential abundance of phyla between groups and found no significant differences at the 5% significance level in phyla abundances.

At the species-level, we identified 272 different species across the 16 metagenomes. The most prevalent bacteria species observed were Prevotella copri, Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, Eubacterium rectale, Ruminococcus bromii, and Bacteroides vulgatus (Figure 3.1, right). These five species have been previously shown to be highly abundant organisms found in healthy human gut microflora [105, 93, 8, 191, 177]. Differential abundance testing revealed no statistically significant differences in the abundances of these five organisms between
groups at the 5% significance level. However, we did find a single organism (*Clostridium* sp. CAG 167) that was significantly more abundant in community control metagenomes at the 5% significance level (*q* = 0.01). Examination of abundance patterns in species with the largest magnitude test statistics (Figure A.1) demonstrated mixed patterns of abundances, with higher abundances of *Bifidobacterium catenulatum* (*q* = 0.21) and *Blautia wexlerae* (*q* = 0.21) observed in dairy workers and higher abundances of *Clostridium* sp. CAG 167 (*q* = 0.01) and *Ruminococcus callidus* (*q* = 0.21) in community controls.

We further interrogated differences in the community structures of dairy worker and community control metagenomes by examining differences in α− and β− diversities. A comparison of the species-level α−diversity using Shannon Diversity Index (SDI) showed no significant difference in the α−diversity of dairy worker metagenomes compared to community control metagenomes (*p* = 0.68). Similarly, a comparison of differences in the community composition (β−diversity) of dairy worker and community control metagenomes using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity metric showed no evidence of differences in community composition between groups (Figure A.2).

### 3.2.3 Identification of virulence factor genes

We identified 45 different virulence factor genes across only five samples corresponding to three community controls and two dairy workers (Supplementary Table 4). We found that samples with the highest number of identified Virulence Factor Database (VFDB) genes were also those with higher sequencing depth (Figure 3.2C). Using *happi*, the method described in Chapter 2 that adjusts for differential quality of metagenomes or genomes, we tested for differential enrichment of virulence factor genes between dairy worker and community control metagenomes while accounting for differences in metagenome sequencing depth. No virulence factor genes were significantly enriched between dairy worker and community control metagenomes at the 5% significance level (Supplementary Table 6).
Figure 3.1: Stacked barplots of relative abundances show the most abundant phyla (left) and species (right) within each metagenome. At the phylum-level (left), Firmicutes spp., Bacteroidetes spp., and Actinobacteria spp. are the most abundant phyla across all samples. At the species-level (right), the five most abundant and prevalent species across community control and dairy worker metagenomes were \textit{F. prausnitzii}, \textit{E. rectale}, \textit{P. copri}, and \textit{Eubacterium} sp. CAG-180. Species with relative abundances less than 1% were grouped together. There was insufficient evidence to suggest major differences in the taxonomic composition of dairy worker metagenomes as compared to community controls.
3.2.4 Identification and taxonomic associations of antimicrobial resistance genes (ARGs)

Mass screening of the 16 metagenomes using the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD), identified 85 unique ARGs conferring resistance to at least 19 different antibiotic classes (Figure A.3 Supplementary Table 3). On average, a higher number of ARGs were identified in community control metagenomes compared to dairy worker metagenomes (Figure 3.2A). However, differences in the number of ARGs identified may be due, in part, to differences in sequencing depth, as metagenome samples with the highest number of ARGs identified also had higher numbers of sequenced reads (Figure 3.2A). We therefore used happi to test for differences in the enrichment of ARGs between dairy worker and community control metagenomes, while accounting for differences in sequencing depth. No ARGs were differentially enriched at the false discovery level of 0.05, but the following ARGs had the largest magnitude test statistics: sat4 (happi LRT $\chi^2 = 0.01, q = 0.19$), tet(W) (happi LRT $\chi^2 = 0.07, q = 0.19$), and dfrF (happi LRT $\chi^2 = 0.17, q = 0.19$) (Supplementary Table 5).

We further focused our analyses to ARGs conferring resistance to antibiotic classes considered critically important to human medicine by the World Health Organization (WHO) [158]. Across our study metagenomes, we identified 37 different ARGs conferring resistance to eight antibiotic classes described in the WHO’s list of Critically Important Antimicrobials (CIA): aminoglycosides, fluoroquinolones, macrolides, tetracyclines, cephalosporins, cefamycins, glycopeptides, and sulfonamides (Figure 3.3). The most frequently occurring types of antibiotic resistance genes found across the 16 metagenomes included those resistant to tetracyclines ($n = 15$), aminoglycosides ($n = 14$), cefamycins ($n = 13$), and macrolides ($n = 12$) (Figure 3.3). Genes for tetracycline resistance appeared to dominate the resistomes of both dairy workers and community controls with 11 different tetracycline resistance genes identified in 15 of our study metagenomes. We compared relative abundances of genes aggregated by antibiotic class between both groups and found that dairy workers’ metagenomes had higher mean relative abundances of tetracycline ($p = 0.68$) and macrolide ($p = 0.82$)
resistance genes than community controls’ metagenomes (Figure 3.3, Table A.1); however, these differences were not statistically significant at the 5% level. Similarly, the lower mean relative abundances of aminoglycosides ($p = 0.42$) and cephamycin ($p = 0.62$) resistance genes in dairy workers’ metagenomes compared to community controls’ metagenomes were also not statistically significant at the 5% level.

To understand whether there were differences in taxonomic affiliation of ARGs between groups, we assessed the taxonomic context of tetracycline and beta-lactam resistance genes. We identified six different genes ($cblA-1$, $cfxA2$, $cfxA3$, $cfxA4$, $cfxA5$, $cfxA6$) that encode for beta-lactamases and confer resistance to beta-lactam antibiotics. Additional details on the presence of each beta-lactam resistance gene in each of our study metagenomes are found in Supplementary Table 3. These six beta-lactam genes have typically been identified on the chromosomes of Bacteroidetes spp. [2]. Taxonomic annotation of the genomic context of these genes in dairy worker and community control metagenomes confirmed their association with organisms from the phylum Bacteroidetes such as *Prevotella copri*, *Bacteroides fragilis*, and *Bacteroides uniformis*. Additionally, we observed no differences in taxonomic affiliation of these beta-lactam genes between dairy workers and community controls (Figure A.5-A.9, Supplementary Table 9).

We identified 9 unique genes ($tet(40)$, $tet(B)$, $tet(G)$, $tet(W/N/W)$, $tet(32)$, $tet(M)$, $tet(O)$, $tet(Q)$, and $tet(W)$) that encode for efflux pumps or ribosomal protection proteins providing resistance to tetracycline antibiotics. These genes have been associated with plasmids [2], which are small, extrachromosomal DNA molecules that facilitate genetic sharing between and within species [151]. Taxonomic annotation of the assembly graphs for these tetracycline resistance genes demonstrated affiliation of these genes with a variety of both commensal (e.g., *Lawsonia intracellularis*, *Ligilactobacillus animalis*, *Trueperella pyogenes*, *Schaalia turicensis*, and *Faecalibacterium prausnitzii*) and pathogenic (e.g., *Campylobacter* spp., *Clostridium* spp.) bacteria. Full annotations of these ARGs to affiliated bacterial organisms can be found in Supplementary Table 9. Finally, while these tetracycline resistance genes were affiliated with a wide range of commensal and pathogenic bacteria, we found no
differences in the taxonomic context of tetracycline resistance genes identified in community controls compared to dairy workers.

3.2.5 Co-abundant gene groups

We de novo assembled 157,451 – 525,755 (median: 379,402) protein coding genes across the 16 study metagenomes. Co-abundance clustering of these genes yielded 58 unique co-abundant gene groups (CAGs) [113, 114]. CAGs are useful for reducing the high-dimensionality of gene-level metagenomics by grouping genes with correlated levels of relative abundances across samples. These groupings can correspond to biologically meaningful elements such as core genomes of species, transposons, or genomic islands [113]. At the false discovery level of 0.05, we found no significantly differentially abundant CAG groups between dairy worker and community control metagenomes. We compared the distribution of association estimates from abundance testing of the 58 CAGs between groups with the $-\log_{10}$ unadjusted p-values and found that the majority of CAG groups were less abundant in dairy worker metagenomes. The CAG group with the largest magnitude test statistic ($q = 0.19$, Supplementary Table 7) was less abundant in dairy workers than community controls and consisted of 5,941 genes. Taxonomic assignment of genes from this CAG group associated these genes with commonly represented commensal organisms of the gut microbiome such as *Coprooccus catus*, *Anaerobutyricum hallii*, *Mogibacterium sp. BX12*, and *Romboutsia timonensis*. Genes found within this CAG group are shown in Supplementary Table 8 and encoded for a wide variety of proteins including those related to metabolism, adhesion, replication, and restriction enzymes.

Next, we tested for differences in gene richness (the number of unique genes) between dairy worker and community control metagenomes using geneshot’s integration of breakaway to estimate the gene richness of each sample [193]. Our results showed significantly lower gene richness in dairy worker metagenomes as compared to community control metagenomes (estimate: $-2.0 \times 10^5$ SE: $6.8 \times 10^4$, $p = 0.003$). To contextualize this finding, we also estimated the genome diversity in each metagenome using single-copy core genes [44]. We found that
on average, dairy worker metagenomes had lower genome diversity than community control metagenomes (t-test $p = 0.02$) (Fig. 3.2B). In addition, we observed a positive correlation between genome diversity and gene richness (Figure A.4). This congruence is unsurprising as we would expect species diversity and gene richness to be positively correlated.

3.3 Discussion

In Chapter 4, we recover metagenome-assembled genomes from dairy worker and community control metagenomes, and perform comparative genomics on these recovered microbial genomes. Therefore, to comprehensively discuss our study of dairy worker and community control gut metagenomes, we defer discussion of results from this chapter to Chapter 4.4.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Study participant selection

We obtained shotgun metagenomic sequencing data from 16 samples selected from the Healthy Dairy Worker study. The Healthy Dairy Worker study is a prospective cohort study that focuses on the effects of working on a dairy farm on the fecal and nasal microbiome, and immune and respiratory function. The study began collection in May 2017 of fecal and nasal samples, as well as health history data for each participant at baseline enrollment, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months. Recruitment was performed on a rolling basis. Dairy workers were recruited from three conventional large (> 5,000 animals) farms in the Yakima Valley of Eastern Washington state and community controls were recruited from surrounding communities. Recruitment of both community controls and dairy workers was done through snowball sampling where research participants assisted in identifying other potential participants. Eligibility to be a participant as a dairy worker required subjects to have been working on a dairy farm for at least 6 months. Eligibility as a community control required participants to have no prior work experience on a dairy farm in the previous five years, to have not lived on a dairy farm, and to have no current household member who worked
on a dairy farm in the previous five years. Participants were consented by bilingual study staff and received an incentive payment for enrollment and subsequent sampling. Sample collection and study activities were approved by the University of Washington Institutional Review Board under STUDY00000042.

To conduct the current cross-sectional metagenomics study, we obtained shotgun sequencing data of 16 baseline fecal samples taken from the Healthy Dairy Worker study cohort. These samples came from 10 dairy workers and 6 community controls. The 16 samples were selected at random from dairy workers and community controls who all identified as white Hispanic or Latino male and had no antibiotic use within 3 months of baseline sampling. Additionally, we constrained the selection of the dairy worker samples to one farm. The unbalanced sampling of each group was designed to over-sample dairy workers, as community control samples could be supplemented with additional healthy subjects’ metagenomics data from publicly available data (i.e., The Human Microbiome Project).

3.4.2 Sampling, shotgun metagenomic library preparation and sequencing

Stool samples were self-collected by participants using a stool specimen collection kit with instructions on how to collect and package specimens in prelabelled fecal collection tubes and biospecimen bags. Participants were instructed to store stool samples in their refrigerators and to return their stool samples within 24 hours of collection to study staff. Samples were stored in a -20 degree Celsius freezer by field staff at a partner study site for 1-6 months before before being packaged with dry ice and transported to the University of Washington for extraction and storage in a -20 degree Celsius freezer. DNA extraction was performed using the MoBio DNeasy PowerLyzer PowerSoil Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s protocols, and quantification of the resulting DNA was conducted using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (ThermoFisher/Invitrogen). Extracted DNA samples were packaged on dry ice and transported to the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center for sequencing.

Sequencing libraries were prepared from 250pg gDNA with a quarter reaction workflow using the Nextera XT Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) and 12 cycles of in-
densing PCR. Indexed libraries were pooled by volume and post-amplification cleanup was performed with 0.8X Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN). The library pool size distribution was validated using the Agilent High Sensitivity D5000 ScreenTape run on an Agilent 4200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA). Additional library QC and cluster optimization was performed using Life Technologies-Invitrogen Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies-Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The resulting libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 to generate paired-end 150nt sequences for each fragment. Image analysis and base calling were performed with Illumina Real Time Analysis software v1.18.66.3, followed by demultiplexing of dual-indexed reads and generation of FASTQ files with bcl2fastq Conversion Software v1.8.4.

3.4.3 Profiling taxonomic composition

We performed profiling of the microbial composition of the metagenomic short reads using MetaPhlAn3 v3.0.14. MetaPhlAn3 estimates relative abundances by mapping reads to a reference database of clade-specific marker genes from ChocoPhlAn v30 (published in January 2019). MetaPhlAn3 performs this read mapping against marker genes using bowtie2 v2.3.5.1. Default parameters were used when running MetaPhlAn3 with an additional flag “-t rel_ab_w_read_stats” for outputting relative abundances with estimated number of reads mapping to each clade.

3.4.4 Metagenomic assembly and processing of contigs

We conducted de novo assembly and processing of contigs using anvi’o v6.2. Anvi’o integrates a suite of bioinformatics tools for the processing, analyzing, and visualization of metagenomics, pangenomics, and phylogenomics studies. We used the anvi’o Snakemake metagenomics workflow obtained from “anvi-run-workflow” with “--workflow metagenomics” to conduct our metagenomic assembly and processing of contigs. Illumina-utils was used to apply Minoche et al. published guidelines for quality filtering of reads. A median of 41.9 M (IQR: 10 M) reads per sample passed quality filtering. MEGAHIT v1.2.9
was used to perform individual assembly of each metagenome. Further processing of the individual assemblies included generating a contigs database using anvi’o v6.2 [41], identifying open read frames using Prodigal v2.6.3 [73], predicting gene-level taxonomy using Centrifuge [87], functional annotation of genes using NCBI’s Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs) [175] and Pfams [42], searching for sequences using DIAMOND v0.9.14 [15], identifying single copy core genes (SCGs) using HMMER v3.3 [10] and built-in anvi’o HMM profiles for bacteria and archaea, recruiting reads using bowtie2 v2.3.5.1 [95], and generating BAM files with samtools v1.10 [101]. Prediction of the approximate number of genomes in a metagenomic assembly using SCGs was done using the anvi’o script “anvi-display-contigs-stats”.

3.4.5 Metagenome annotation of virulence factors and antibiotic resistance genes

We used ABRicate v1.0.1 [100] to perform a mass screening of our de novo assembled gene calls for antibiotic resistance genes and virulence factor genes. ABRicate uses the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [3] to annotate genes from a user-specified reference database. We used the the Virulence Factor Database v6.0 [21] and the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) v4.0 [110] as reference databases in our search. Genes were considered present in a given metagenome if they met conservative minimum thresholds of 90% identity and 100% coverage.

Gene abundances were calculated within a metagenome by taking the mean coverage of a target ARG or VF gene divided by the sum of all mean coverages of all protein coding genes identified in a given metagenome. ARG relative abundances were further aggregated by their antibiotic classes by summing the relative abundances of genes within each antibiotic class for each metagenome. AMR genes that conferred resistance to multiple antibiotic classes were defined as “multi-drug” resistance if they were associated with resistance to at least 2 antibiotic classes. We focused our analyses to antibiotic classes that were identified by the World Health Organization (WHO) as Critically Important Antibiotics (CIA) [158].
3.4.6 Reconstruction of genomic context of ARGs

We used our results from ABRicate to extract ARG target sequences from each metagenomic assembly. These sequences were extracted using samtools [101] and were used as “query” sequences in our genomic context reconstruction analyses. ARG query sequences were used to produce query neighborhoods that reassociated unassembled or unbinned (as is the case when using bins for query sequences) reads that are graph-adjacent to the query sequence. To prepare our metagenomic short reads for genomic context reconstruction, we removed adapters and quality trimmed the reads using fastp [23] before removing human host reads using bbduk [17] and the masked human k-mer data [18]. Using our quality trimmed and filtered short reads and our query sequences of interest, we constructed the genomic context of each query sequence using MetaCherchant [128]. MetaCherchant uses a de Bruijn graph assembly approach to build genomic context of query sequences. We used the “environment-finder” tool in parallel and set k-mer length to 31, minimum coverage to 5, and max radius to 1000. Taxonomic annotation of sequences corresponding to graph nodes was done using kraken2 v2.1.2 [196]. A minimum gene coverage of 15 was used in producing and visualizing our final assembly graphs as genes with coverages less than 15 produced fractured assembly graphs. Assembly graph visualizations were created using bandage [192]. Segments of the graph that correspond to the resistance gene sequence are colored in blue and the query neighborhoods are shown in grey. The grey segments represent nodes of the compact de Bruijn graph that are at least \( k = 31 \) in size.

Identification of resistance genes located on plasmids or microbial chromosomes was conducted using the Resistance Gene Identifier (RGI) v5 [2]. The RGI integrates with the CARD database to predict AMR genes and their mutations in complete chromosome sequences, predicted genomic islands, complete plasmid sequences, and whole genome shotgun assemblies taken from National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) databases. This is accomplished through prediction of open reading frames using Prodigal [73], alignment to CARD reference sequences using either BLAST [3] or DIAMOND [15], and the use of either protein
homolog or protein variant models. The results from RGI’s exhaustive search are maintained and updated for each gene catalog on the CARD database.

3.4.7 Co-Abundant Gene Groups

We used geneshot [115, 113] to perform gene-level metagenomic analyses of our study samples and managed our workflow using Nextflow [35]. Our geneshot workflow consisted of (1) removal of human genome contamination, (2) de novo assembly of reads using MEGAHIT [100], (3) identification of open reading frames using Prodigal [73], (4) deduplication of genes into a non redundant reference set of genes using MMSeqs2 [168], (5) estimation of gene abundance using DIAMOND [15] to align reads against the gene catalog followed by (6) resolving reads that align to multiple genes into a single unique alignment using FAMLi [59], (7) clustering of genes based on co-abundances across samples to form CAG groupings, (8) taxonomic assignment through alignment with RefSeq [102], (9) functional annotation using eggNOG mapper [71, 19], (10) gene richness estimation using breakaway [193] and testing for differences in gene richness between groups using the betta() function [194], and (11) differential abundance testing of CAG groups by covariates of interest using corncob [109].

3.4.8 Statistical analyses

Differences in demographic characteristics between groups were evaluated using independent t-tests for continuous variables and chi-square tests for independence for categorical variables. To test for differential abundance of species between dairy workers and community controls, we first estimated the number of reads mapping to each clade generated from MetaPhlAn3. Species that were not present in any sample were filtered out of our analyses and a psuedo-count of 1 was used for species with 0 read counts. We centered log-ratio transformed the species-level counts and performed independent t-tests with a false discovery rate correction using q-value estimation through the qvalue v2.26.0 [170] package.

We calculated α-diversity using the plug-in Shannon Diversity Index (SDI) on relative abundances and compared the SDI of dairy worker and community control metagenomes
using an independent t-test. Differential abundance testing of antibiotic resistance genes in dairy workers compared to community controls was performed using independent t-tests on centered-log ratio transformed relative abundances. Relative abundances of ARGs were calculated using the mean coverage for a given target gene divided by the sum of all mean coverages of all the protein coding genes identified in a given metagenome. We applied our CLR transformation on our relative abundance data after filtering out genes that had zero abundance.

Testing for differential enrichment of virulence factor genes and ARGs between dairy workers and community controls was performed using \textit{happi v1.0}, a hierarchical approach to modeling gene presence that adjusts for factors that impact the probability of detecting a gene. We used \textit{happi} to account for differences in sequencing depth across our metagenomes when conducting gene enrichment testing and performed a false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons using the \textit{qvalue v2.26.0} \texttt{R} package for q-value estimation. All statistical analyses were conducted using \texttt{R v4.1.2}. 
Figure 3.2: For each metagenome, we compare the sequencing depth with the number of identified CARD genes, VFDB genes, and estimated number of genomes using single-copy core genes. Sequencing depths for our study metagenomes ranged from 18,687,775 – 33,675,630 paired end reads per sample. Samples with deeper sequencing had higher numbers of identified genes from the CARD and VFDB databases and higher numbers of estimated genomes. Within the community control group, three samples had the highest number of identified CARD genes out of all samples studied, whereas the remaining three community control samples within the community control group appeared to be indistinguishable from dairy workers in the number of identified CARD genes. This raises questions as to whether the three community control samples with the highest number of identified CARD genes are outliers or if antibiotic use was not accurately reported by these individuals.
Figure 3.3: We identified ARGs from eight antibiotic classes (rows) listed as critically important to human medicine by the WHO. $\log_{10}$ transformed relative abundances of antibiotic resistance genes grouped by these antibiotic classes are colored from lower (blue) to higher (red) relative abundances in each metagenome. Grey squares denote undetected antibiotic resistance genes. Visual inspection displays patterns of increased abundance of tetracycline resistance genes and macrolide resistance genes in dairy worker metagenomes. While the mean relative abundance of cephaplycin resistance genes was lower in dairy workers compared to controls, cephaplycin resistance genes had a higher occurrence in dairy workers as these genes were identified in 90% of dairy worker samples compared to 67% of community control samples.
Chapter 4

Pangenomic Insights into Commensal Bacteria from Dairy Workers and Community Controls

4.1 Introduction

Shotgun metagenomic sequencing can facilitate interrogation of the entire genomic content of unculturable and culturable microorganisms in a sample. The work in Chapter 3 utilized a metagenomics approach to examine differences in taxonomic composition, co-abundant gene group abundances, gene richness, and carriage of antibiotic resistance and virulence factor genes between dairy workers and community controls. In this chapter we conduct a pangenomics investigation to understand functional differences in commensal genomes recovered from dairy workers compared to community controls.

Recent studies have demonstrated the capacity of commensal bacteria to promote resistance to invasive pathogen colonization through direct (competition of nutrients and niche) and indirect (enhancement of host immune defenses) mechanisms [1, 86, 16, 82]. Other studies have demonstrated the association between commensal organisms and the development of obesity, diabetes, and irritable bowel diseases [55, 200, 122, 27]. While commensal organisms are not conventional pathogens, there is concern that they can serve as reservoirs for antibiotic resistant genes (ARGs) that can be transferred to other commensal species and pathogens through mobile genetic elements or bacteriophages [53]. Furthermore, under selective pressure from the host immune system, environmental changes, or antibiotic use, commensal organisms (e.g., Escherichia coli) can adopt similar strategies and functions as pathogens (e.g., attachment mechanisms, motility functions) to colonize and persist in their niche environments [65] and can even transition into pathogens by acquiring transposable insertions that encode for pathoadaptive functions [143]. Pathoadaptive functions may include
antibiotic resistance genes as well as virulence factors that allow bacteria to build on existing adaptations to either be successful at invading a new niche or persisting in their current niche [143, 31]. The complex roles that commensal organisms play in human health and in the propagation of antibiotic resistance warrants further investigation, especially as interest in developing therapeutics (e.g., probiotics) that manipulate microbiota using commensal organisms grows [105, 140, 70].

We conduct pangenome comparisons to understand functional differences between commensal organisms found in dairy workers compared to community controls. In particular, we are interested in understanding whether exposure to livestock farming environments exerts any selection or differentiation of functions in commensal species found in the gut microbiota of dairy workers compared to community controls. Pangenome analyses further our understanding of gene loss or gain dynamics, gene duplication, and interactions of the genome with mobile elements that are shaped by selection and drift [205]. While metagenomics facilitates characterization of taxonomic composition and functional profiles of entire microbial communities, pangenomics provides insights into the genomic heterogeneity and diversification of a given species [205]. These approaches are thus complementary in our investigation of the effects of exposure to livestock farming environments on the worker gut microbiome. Investigating whether functional differences exist between commensal genomes from dairy workers and community controls provides insight into potential diversification or adaptations of gut commensal bacteria in response to exposure to these unique environments.

4.2 Background

Through quality control and automatic binning procedures detailed in Section 4.5, we recovered a total of 535 draft genomes across the 16 metagenomic samples. The maximum number of draft MAGs identified in a single sample was 50 (from a community control) and the minimum number of draft MAGs identified in a single sample was 13 (from a dairy worker). To conduct our pangenomic comparisons between dairy workers and community controls, we taxonomically annotated our MAGs and identified the most prevalent commensal species
recovered across our 16 samples. The top five most prevalent commensal species found in our MAG recovery effort were *Faecalibacterium prausnitzii* (21 genomes recovered; identified in 13 samples), *Ruminococcus bromii* (13 genomes recovered; identified in 11 samples), *Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417. sp002305575* (9 genomes recovered; identified in 9 samples), *Eubacterium CAG-180 sp000432435* (9 genomes recovered; identified in 9 samples), and *Fusicatenibacter saccharivorans* (8 genomes recovered; identified in 8 samples). Testing for differential abundance of these species in dairy worker and community control microbiomes was conducted in Chapter 3.2.2 where we found no statistically significant differences at the 5% significance level in abundances of these species between groups. We constrain the focus of this chapter to pangenome and phylogenomic analyses to explore differences in functions and evolutionary relationships of these five commensal species between dairy workers and community controls.

4.2.1 Background: *Faecalibacterium prausnitzii*

*Faecalibacterium prausnitzii* is a gram-positive, non-motile, non-spore-forming bacterium and one of the main butyrate-producing organisms in the gut microbiomes of humans and animals [47, 104, 156]. There has been increasing interest in *F. prausnitzii* for their role in promoting gut health due to the anti-inflammatory properties that have been attributed to this species [104, 47, 105]. Many studies have also associated the depletion of *F. prausnitzii* in the gut microbiome to onset and progression of inflammatory bowel diseases [116, 167, 56, 149, 107]. Recent interest in using *F. prausnitzii* in probiotics to promote gut health has raised concerns regarding potential propagation of antibiotic resistance genes as evidence of phenotypic antibiotic resistance has been shown in this species [105, 50]. Specifically, phenotypic resistance to antibiotics such as ampicillin, gentamycin, kanamycin and streptomycin have been detected [105].
4.2.2 Background: Ruminococcus bromii

*Ruminococcus bromii* is an anaerobic, gram-positive, spore-forming, non-motile cocci bacteria that has been proposed as a keystone species of the human colonic microbiome due to its importance in metabolizing dietary resistant starch [204, 26, 120]. *R. bromii* is one of the most abundant bacteria species in the human colonic microbiota [204, 26, 120] and has been observed in both humans and ruminants [89, 120, 127, 181]. *R. bromii* is considered a specialist in metabolizing dietary resistant starches, creating energy products (i.e., glucose) that stimulate the growth of other bacterial organisms [204, 203, 148]. Similar to *F. prausnitzii*, *R. bromii* has been of interest for use in probiotics due to its positive associations with human health [93]. To our knowledge, phenotypic antibiotic resistance has not yet been shown in *R. bromii*.

4.2.3 Background: Fusicatenibacter saccharivorans

*Fusicatenibacter saccharivorans* is an anaerobic, gram-positive, non-motile, non-spore-forming, spindle-shaped bacteria that was first isolated from human feces in 2013 [173]. While there has been limited research conducted on *F. saccharivorans*, there have been a few studies interested in the relationship between *F. saccharivorans* and intestinal inflammation [174, 145, 61]. These studies focused on individuals with inflammatory bowel diseases (i.e. Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis) and found that *F. saccharivorans* may have anti-inflammatory effects in the intestine [174, 145, 61]. To our knowledge, no studies have shown evidence of phenotypic antibiotic resistance in *F. saccharivorans*.

4.2.4 Background: Eubacterium sp. CAG-180

*Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 is a bacteria identified through a large-scale metagenome-assembled genomes recovery effort across ≈ 400 human stool samples [123]. While there is limited research on *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180, *Eubacterium* spp. are generally considered beneficial commensal bacteria and contain species known to support gut homeostasis and suppress gut
inflammation [119]. To our knowledge, phenotypic antibiotic resistance has not yet been observed in this species.

4.2.5 Background: Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417 sp002305575

*Ruminococcaceae* (also known as Oscillospiraceae) UBA 1417 sp002305575 is an uncultured species of bacteria identified in a massive metagenome-assembled genomes reconstruction effort from over 1,500 publicly available metagenomes [138]. The Ruminococcaceae family of bacteria include commensal organisms from the genera *Faecalibacterium*, *Ruminococcus*, and *Subdoligranulum* that have been associated with positive metabolic functions such as production of short chain fatty acids and butyrate [62, 11]. Very little is known about *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp002305575 especially as this species has only been identified through shotgun metagenomics [138].

4.3 Results

*Faecalibacterium prausnitzii* pangenome

In our study of 16 metagenomes, we recovered 21 *F. prausnitzii* MAGs that met our thresholds for quality (Figure 4.1). These 21 *F. prausnitzii* MAGs came from 6 community controls and 7 dairy workers. After manual refinement of these MAGs, the completion and redundancy of the 21 *F. prausnitzii* MAGs ranged from 45 – 78% and 4 – 9.8%, respectively. In total, 6,076 gene clusters with 40,928 genes were identified across these 21 genomes. Genome lengths of completed and published *F. prausnitzii* genomes have ranged from 2.68–3.32 million base pairs [48, 7]. In comparison, the median genome length of our 21 MAGs (1.97 million base pairs IQR 399,709) was smaller than reported sizes of completed *F. prausnitzii* genomes.

AMR and virulence factor gene annotation of these 21 *F. prausnitzii* MAGs identified a single MAG recovered from a dairy worker sample that contained two antibiotic resistance genes: *sat4* and *aph(3')-IIIa* (Figure 4.1). Meanwhile, annotation of Clusters of Ortholo-
gous Genes (COG) functions identified the presence of 1,590 functions across the 21 genomes. Testing for differential enrichment of functions between the 10 *F. prausnitzii* MAGs from community controls and the 11 *F. prausnitzii* MAGs from dairy workers showed no differentially enriched COG functions when controlling for the false discovery rate at 5%. While no functions were significantly differentially enriched, we observed notable enrichment patterns of COG functions with the highest magnitude test statistics. 14 of the 23 highest ranked COG functions were more enriched in the community controls’ MAGs and consisted of functions in COG categories C (Energy production and conversion), DH (cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome partitioning), E (amino acid transport and metabolism), F (nucleotide transport and metabolism), J (translation, ribosomal structure, and biogenesis), P (inorganic ion transport and metabolism), R (general function prediction only), T (signal transduction mechanisms), and V (defense mechanisms). Nine of the 23 highest ranked COG functions associated with dairy workers’ MAGs were functions in COG categories C (Energy production and conversion), G/GE (carbohydrate transport and metabolism), J (translation, ribosomal structure, and biogenesis), K (transcription), L (replication, recombination and repair), T (signal transduction mechanisms). Full details of COG function enrichment and categorization can be found in Supplementary Table 10. Interestingly, amongst the top 15 highest ranked functions, we identified five COG functions (COG2929, COG2274, COG0610, COG0627, COG1518) from category V (Defense mechanisms), that were all more enriched in *F. prausnitzii* MAGs from community controls. This is particularly interesting given that category V defense mechanisms encode for important functional traits for microbial persistence, abundance, and adaptation [68, 79, 49].

### 4.3.1 *Ruminococcus bromii* pangenome

We recovered 13 *R. bromii* MAGs that met our thresholds for quality (Figure 4.2). These 13 *R. bromii* MAGs came from five community controls and six dairy workers. After manual refinement, the completion and redundancy of the 13 *R. bromii* MAGs ranged from 49% to 95% and 0% to 2.8%, respectively. 4,846 gene clusters with 25,718 genes were identified
across these 13 MAGs. Reported genome sizes of *R. bromii* have ranged from 2.15-2.4 million base pairs in length [120]. By comparison, we observed a similar median genome length of 2.1 million base pairs (IQR 119,770) for our 13 *R. bromii* MAGs.

AMR and virulence factor gene annotation of these 13 *R. bromii* MAGs found no presence of ARGs or virulence factor genes on these MAGs. Annotation of COG functions, however, identified 1,326 functions across the 13 MAGs. Testing for differentially enriched functions between the five *R. bromii* MAGs from community controls and the eight *R. bromii* MAGs from dairy workers revealed no differentially enriched COG functions when controlling for the false discovery rate at 5%. However, we did observe some interesting patterns in the COG functions with the highest magnitude test statistics. Specifically, the top seven COG functions (Supplementary Table 11) with the highest magnitude test statistics were associated with dairy workers’ metagenomes and came from COG categories K (Transcription), X (Mobilome: prophages, transposons), R (General function prediction only), S (Function unknown), L (Replication, recombination and repair), and V (Defense mechanisms). Functions in COG categories X (Mobilome: prophages, transposons) and V (Defense mechanisms) have been shown to be enriched in plasmids and frequently involved in horizontal gene transfer [121, 172], highlighting the potential increased adaptability of *R. bromii* species in dairy worker metagenomes.

### 4.3.2 *Fusicatenibacter saccharivorans* pangenome

Across our study metagenomes, we recovered eight *F. saccharivorans* MAGs. These eight MAGs came from three community controls’ metagenomes and five dairy workers’ metagenomes (Figure 4.3). After manual refinement, the completion and redundancy percentages of these MAGs ranged from 42-100% and 0-7%, respectively. In total, we identified 3,477 gene clusters with 17,866 genes across the eight MAGs. The reported genome size of *F. saccharivorans* recovered from metagenomic assemblies is approximately 3.6 million base pairs in length [136, 135]. By comparison, our study *F. saccharivorans* MAGs had smaller genome lengths with a median genome length of 2.5 million base pairs (IQR 461,611) observed in our genomes.
We annotated these MAGs for AMR and virulence factor genes and found no presence of ARGs of virulence factors in these eight *F. saccharivorans* MAGs. COG function annotation, however, identified 1,381 functions across the eight genomes. We tested for differentially enriched functions between the five *F. saccharivorans* MAGs recovered from dairy workers’ metagenomes and the three *F. saccharivorans* MAGs from community controls and found no differentially enriched COG functions when controlling for the false discovery rate at 5% (Supplementary Table 14).

### 4.3.3 Eubacterium CAG-180 sp. 000432435 pangenome

We recovered nine *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 MAGs from our study metagenomes and identified 2,883 gene clusters with 16,397 genes in these nine MAG (Figure 4.4). Four *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 MAGs were recovered from community control metagenomes and five *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 MAGs from dairy worker metagenomes. After manual refinement, the completion and redundancy of these *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 MAGs ranged from 90-94% and 0-6%, respectively. Genome sizes for *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 recovered from metagenomic assemblies have been approximately 1.9 million base pairs in length [136, 135]. Comparatively, our *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 MAGs had similar genome lengths with a median genome length of 1.9 million base pairs (IQR: 91,035).

AMR and VF gene annotation of these nine MAGs showed no evidence of ARGs or virulence factors contained in these genomes. COG function annotation identified 1,162 functions across the nine *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 genomes. We found no statistically significant differentially enriched COG functions at the false discovery 5% significance level. 11 COG functions with the highest magnitude test statistics (Supplementary Table 13) were all associated with dairy workers’ metagenomes and came from COG categories P (Inorganic ion transport and metabolism), K (Transcription), G (Carbohydrate transport and metabolism), J (Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis), O (Posttranslation modification, protein turnover, chaperones), R (General function prediction only), V (Defense mechanisms), and X (Mobilome: prophages and transposons). Three (COG0732, COG2253, COG5340) COG
functions were related to category V (Defense mechanisms) and one COG2801/COG2963 was related to category X (Mobilome: prophages and transposons). It is interesting to note that these functions were all more enriched in *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 MAGs from dairy workers’ metagenomes, highlighting the potential increased adaptability of *Eubacterium* sp. CAG-180 species in dairy worker metagenomes.

4.3.4 *Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417 sp. 002305575 pangenome*

We recovered a total of nine *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. MAGs containing 3,126 gene clusters with 18,624 genes. Four *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. MAGs came from community control metagenomes and five *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. MAGs came from dairy worker metagenomes (Figure 4.5). After manual refinement, the percent completion and redundancy ranged from 46-99% and 0-8%, respectively. The reported genome size of *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. 002305575 recovered from metagenome assemblies is approximately 2.3 million base pairs \[136, 135\]. In comparison, our *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. MAGs had similar genome lengths with a median genome length of 2.1 million base pairs (IQR: 300432) observed in our genomes.

AMR and virulence factor gene annotation of these MAGs showed an absence of either ARGs or virulence factors within these MAGs. Annotation of COG functions identified 1,294 functions present across the nine genomes. No COG functions were differentially enriched when controlling for the false discovery rate at 5% (Supplementary Table 12). Of the 11 COG functions with the highest magnitude test statistics, eight COG functions were differentially enriched in community controls’ *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. MAGs and represented COG categories G (Carbohydrate transport and metabolism), M (Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis), O (Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones), R (General function prediction only), T (Signal transduction mechanisms), V (Defense mechanisms), and H (Coenzyme transport and metabolism). The three COG functions that were more enriched in *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp. MAGs from dairy workers came from COG categories K (Transcription), T (Signal transduction mechanisms),
R (general function prediction only), and Q (Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism). The enrichment of category V defense mechanisms in community control associated MAGs highlights the potential increased adaptability of Ruminococcaceae UBA 1417 sp. MAGs in community control metagenomes.

4.3.5 Phylogenomic comparisons

To assess whether there were larger patterns of differences in MAGs recovered from dairy workers and community controls’ metagenome samples, we constructed phylogenomic and pangenomic trees for each species. Phylogenomic trees are useful in estimating ancestral relationships of genomes based on a set of highly conserved genes. However, estimation of phylogenies based on a set of conserved genes ignores accessory genes that may be acquired due to environmental selection or fitness [163]. Thus we additionally constructed pangenomic trees that were based on the presence and absence of all genes found across all genomes to better capture environmental similarities of our genomes [163, 32]. 21 single copy core gene clusters were used to create a phylogenomic tree for the 21 F. prausnitzii MAGs recovered across our 16 study metagenomes and all 6,076 gene clusters identified across the 21 F. prausnitzii MAGs were used to construct a pangenomic tree. A dendrogram comparison of these two trees (Figure 4.6) showed similar genome clustering patterns between the two trees, but the organization of these F. prausnitzii genomes based on the occurrence of gene clusters in either tree did not appear to predict group (dairy worker compared to community control) affiliation. Similarly, we observed no clear clustering of genomes by group in the pangenomic and phylogenomic tree comparisons for R. bromii (103 SCGs; 4,846 total gene clusters) (Figure 4.7), F. saccharivorans (35 SCGs; 3,477 total gene clusters) (Figure 4.8), Eubacterium sp. CAG-180 (15 SCGs; 2,883 total gene clusters) (Figure 4.9), and Ruminococcaceae UBA 147 sp.002305575 (22 SCGs; 3,126 total gene clusters) (Figure 4.10).

These results suggest that phylogenomic similarities or clustering between these genomes are not associated with occupational exposure to livestock farming environments even when we compare evolutionary relationships using all core and accessory genes found in each genome.
4.4 Discussion

The work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 used metagenomics and pangenomics to compare dairy worker and community control microbiomes by interrogating differences in taxonomy, diversity, and genes (e.g., ARGs, CAGs, virulence factors) as well as in the functions of commensal genomes. The use of shotgun metagenomics data allowed us to circumvent some of the challenges with amplicon sequencing data by enabling detection and characterization of functions (e.g., COG functions, ARGs, virulence factor genes) and reconstruction of draft genomes. The results from our investigation lay the foundation for further research on the impact of occupational exposure to antibiotic and zoonotic pathogen rich environments on the commensal microbiome.

Previous metagenomic studies of livestock workers have found increased abundance and carriage of antibiotic resistance genes in individuals occupationally exposed to animal farming environments, raising concerns that these environments could be hotspots for antibiotic resistance and zoonotic disease emergence [184, 171, 36, 190, 179]. Two shotgun metagenomic studies conducted cross-sectional examinations of the microbiomes and resistomes of pig farmers and pig slaughterhouse workers in the Netherlands [184] and China [179] and found that the resistomes of pig farmers and slaughterhouse workers were dominated by tetracyclines, aminoglycosides, beta-lactam and macrolide resistance genes. Additionally, Van Gompel et al.’s study conducted in the Netherlands observed higher total ARG abundance and lower Shannon diversity in the fecal samples of pig slaughterhouse workers and pig farmers compared to broiler farmers and control groups [184]. Another shotgun metagenomics cross-sectional study investigated the microbiomes and resistomes of live poultry market (LPM) workers in China and found higher abundance of ARGs, lower Shannon diversity, and greater enrichment of beta-lactam and lincosamide resistance genes in LPM workers compared to controls [190]. The results from these cross-sectional studies have been further corroborated by Sun et al.’s longitudinal investigation of veterinary students in China that followed healthy students with occupational exposure to swine farms during three month
internships [171]. They observed similar patterns of increased total abundance of ARGs and increased abundances of beta-lactam, aminoglycoside, and tetracycline resistance genes in veterinary students within three months of exposure to swine farm environments [171]. Furthermore, Sun et al. highlighted evidence of microbial composition shift in veterinary students’ microbiota after three months of swine farm exposure that made their microbiota more similar to the swine farm workers’ microbiota than a healthy control cohort of urban Chinese subjects [171].

Our study is the first, to our knowledge, shotgun metagenomics interrogation of the microbiomes and resistomes of dairy workers in the United States. We approached our investigation by looking at both metagenomes and genomes to examine differences that may occur at differing levels. Contrary to previous metagenomic studies of livestock workers in China and Europe that showed increased abundance and carriage of ARGs in livestock workers, we found no significant difference in the abundance of ARGs between dairy workers and community controls. Similarly, we found no evidence of virulence factors that were differentially enriched in one particular group. Although we did not find significant differences in ARG abundance between groups, we did observe a pattern of greater abundance of tetracycline resistant genes in dairy workers’ metagenomes that was directionally consistent with findings in other farm studies [184, 171, 36, 190]. Additionally, we noted a more frequent occurrence of cephemycin (beta-lactam) resistant genes identified in the dairy worker population compared to community controls. These patterns are interesting to note since tetracyclines are commonly administered on dairy farms for treating gastrointestinal and respiratory diseases in dairy cows [78] and beta-lactam antibiotics such as ceftiofur are frequently used to treat metritis, a common post-partum uterine inflammatory disease, in dairy cows [176].

While these observed differences in carriage of ARGs between dairy workers and community controls were not statistically significant in our study, our sample size was relatively small. We therefore expect that if the patterns observed in our study are true, they would be better detected with a larger cohort of livestock workers and community controls. Additionally, we note that the community controls in our study all worked as field workers in
non-animal agriculture industries. While our community controls were employed individuals, which helps to reduce healthy worker bias, there could be overlapping exposures (such as exposure to animal manure used as fertilizer) from working in agriculture that community controls shared with dairy workers, making community controls more similar to dairy workers. Additionally, in Eastern Washington state and across the United States, streptomycin and oxytetracycline are commonly sprayed during bloom time (spring) in fruit orchards and plant agriculture to control fire blight disease [38]. Occupational exposure to antibiotics that have been sprayed on plants in the control group would make them more similar to the dairy workers and thereby contribute to our null findings. Furthermore, we may not have observed significant differences in ARGs between groups because of good antibiotic stewardship on farms that would limit worker exposure to these biological hazards. We did not, however, have any information on antibiotic practices and worker training conducted on the dairy farm on which the study participants worked to evaluate the possibility of good antibiotic stewardship.

Our study also highlighted the potential for commensal organisms to serve as ARG reservoirs for pathogenic bacteria. Using an assembly graph approach to reconstruct the genomic context of each antibiotic resistance gene followed by taxonomic annotation of the context, we were able to confirm the association of chromosome-mediated ARGs (i.e., cblA-1, cfxA2, cfxA3, cfxA4, cfxA5, cfxA6) with previously recognized carriers of these genes (i.e., Bacteroidetes spp.) [2]. With the same approach applied to plasmid-mediated ARGs (i.e., tet(B), tet(G), tet(W/N/W), tet(32), tet(M), tet(O), tet(Q), and tet(W)) we found that these resistance genes were associated with both commensal and pathogenic organisms. These observations suggest the potential for sharing of ARGs between commensal organisms and pathogens through conjugative plasmids. Furthermore, our results corroborate findings from a recent study that compared ARGs identified in 1,354 culture commensal strains and 45,403 pathogen strains from the human gut and found evidence of 64,188 shared ARGs that mapped to 5,931 mobile genetic elements [53]. Some of the MGEs identified by [53] had also been previously identified in data from ruminant guts, soil, and other human body sites [53].
While commensal organisms may serve as ARG reservoirs for pathogenic bacteria, they may also assist in preventing pathogenic invasion through indirect (enhancement of host immune defenses) and direct (competition of nutrients and niche) mechanisms [1, 86, 16, 82]. Further research is needed to better understand the complex dynamic that commensal organisms balance in promoting both pathogen resistance and antibiotic resistance emergence.

Our results also demonstrated evidence of lower average gene richness and genome diversity in the dairy worker metagenomes compared to community control metagenomes. Loss of microbial diversity has been associated with intestinal dysbiosis, which refers to an unbalanced microbiota that can lead to development of diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) [118, 183, 64]. Similarly, lower gene richness has been associated with increased intestinal inflammation and metabolic disorders [25, 98, 115]. A common occupational hazard facing dairy workers is inhalation of dusts and aerosols containing endotoxins or other proinflammatory substances that can result in airway inflammation and decreased pulmonary function [126, 29, 169]. Several studies have proposed a gut-lung axis linking pulmonary inflammation to intestinal inflammation based on epidemiological and clinical observations of the co-occurrence of these diseases [188, 85, 147]. The exact mechanisms underlying organ cross-talk is still an active area of research, but one proposed mechanism is blood-mediated transport of microbial products and metabolites [147]. It is possible that the lower gene richness and genome diversity observed in dairy workers points to increased intestinal inflammation linked to possible increased airway inflammation from exposure to aerosols and endotoxins. Further investigation to explore the possibility of increased intestinal and airway inflammation of this cohort is warranted.

At the genome-level, we tested for differentially enriched COG functions between five commensal organisms found in dairy worker and community control metagenomes. Focusing on COG functions from categories X (Mobilome: prophages, transposons) and V (Defense mechanisms) revealed enrichment of these functions in *R. bromii* and *Eubacterium CAG-180* sp000432435 MAGs associated with dairy workers and *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 sp002305575 and *F. prausnitzii* MAGs associated with community controls. We hypothe-
sized that commensal organisms in dairy workers would be enriched in functions allowing for adaptation in response to ARG rich environments; however, we found no pattern of consistent enrichment of category X and V COG functions in commensal genomes associated with dairy workers. Expansion to more commensal organisms may reveal a more consistent pattern of differential enrichment in functions related to category V and X in dairy workers’ commensal bacteria.

Our study had several limitations. The first, as already mentioned was its limited sample size. A larger sample size would increase our power to reject a false null hypothesis and improve our ability to detect true effect sizes that are smaller. To address this limitation in our metagenomics investigation, we can consider future work to incorporate shotgun metagenomics data from publicly available databases (e.g., the Human Microbiome Project [123]). Selection of samples to supplement our community control group requires careful consideration to reduce selection bias. Specifically, ideal samples for our community control group would be those from participants with similar characteristics as dairy workers (e.g., age, sex, recent antibiotic use) but that differ with respect to the exposure of interest (occupational exposure to livestock farming). Similarly, to address our limited sample size in our pangenomics investigation we can consider incorporating additional genome sequences of our 5 commensal species from publicly available databases. Integrating external genomes into our pangenomics analyses would not only increase our sample size, but would also allow us to better understand the generalizability of our study genomes.

The cross-sectional design of our study was another notable limitation. While cross-sectional studies can be advantageous for conducting cost-effective comparisons of a population, they capture differences observed at a single time-point and not the changes or trends that occur over time. Substantial temporal variation has been observed within individuals’ microbiomes with one recent study using densely sampled temporal microbiome data to show that single measurements of genus-level relative and quantitative abundances do not estimate a person’s temporal average well [186]. The results from our cross-sectional investigation therefore may not reflect average trends or patterns of differences between dairy
workers and community controls. A longitudinal study is warranted to assess longer term changes and trends to the microbiome that are induced by occupational exposure to livestock farming.

An additional limitation of our study is that we did not have detailed information available on which antibiotics were used on the dairy farms and whether samples corresponding to dairy workers were from workers who administered or directly handled antibiotics. As a result, we were unable to directly link specific antibiotic use with the ARGs found in dairy workers’ metagenomes. Instead we relied on information on antibiotics approved for use and commonly reported in dairy farming throughout the United States. This limitation, however, would likely not affect the generalizability of our results to other studies of occupational exposure to livestock farming environments in the United States.

Finally, we note that shotgun metagenomics-based approaches to studying antibiotic resistance is limited to genotypic potential, which may not confer phenotypic resistance. The goals of our study were to examine differences in ARG carriage of dairy worker associated commensals and metagenomes to better understand the effect of exposure to livestock farming environments on the occurrence of these genes. Our study goals therefore did not necessitate understanding of phenotypic resistance. However, future work that would complement our study would be to consider conducting whole genome sequencing of culturable commensal species and comparing phenotypic resistance profiles between organisms found in dairy workers and community controls.

We conducted a study of the effects of occupational exposure to dairy farm environments on functional differences of gut commensal bacteria from dairy workers and community controls as well as on differences in taxonomy, diversity and genes (i.e., CAGs, ARGs, virulence factors) between dairy worker and community control metagenomes. A major strength of our study is the multi-level interrogation of this question using both genomes and metagenomes. We observed several patterns for further investigation including greater abundance of tetracycline resistance genes and higher occurrence of cephapycin resistance genes in dairy workers’ metagenomes; evidence of commensal organism association with plasmid-mediated tetracy-
cline resistance genes; and lower gene and genome diversity in dairy workers’ metagenomes. This work provides a foundation for further investigations into the impact of exposure to zoonotic pathogens, antibiotic resistant organisms, and ARGs on commensal organism adaptations and resistance in livestock workers. By furthering our understanding of commensal organism adaptations and their role in AMR propagation in response to exposure to zoonotic pathogen and ARG rich environments we gain new insights to aid in the development of therapeutic interventions that utilize commensal organisms.

4.5 Methods

4.5.1 Metagenomic assembly and processing of contigs

Contigs were assembled and annotated as described in Section 3.4.4.

4.5.2 Automatic binning and genome manual refinement

We followed guidelines published for curating high-quality MAGs from metagenomes using automated and interactive visualization tools [22]. To create preliminary clusters or bins of contigs, we used MetaBat2 [83] v2.12.1 and MaxBin2 v2.2.6 [198] then integrated the results from these binning algorithms into a non-redundant set of bins using metaWRAP v1.3.2 [182] with minimum completion set at greater than 70% and less than 10% redundancy. metaWRAP uses checkM v1.0.12 [137] to calculate its completion and contamination statistics. Once preliminary bins were created from our metagenomes, we used the anvi’o [44] interactive interface for manual refinement of the bins determined by metaWRAP. In our refinement approach, we relied on coverage patterns across samples to flag areas of anomalous coverage that may be errors due to binning and used gene-level taxonomic annotations to guide whether a contig was included in our refined MAG. We performed one round of manual refinement for each MAG.
4.5.3 Annotation of genomes

Taxonomic annotation of our MAGs was conducted using GTDB-Tk v2.0.0 \cite{1} toolkit and the GTDB r89 database \cite{2}. We reported reference genome sizes for species that had no studies involving completed genomes by examining genome sizes of representative species from the GTDB database with high estimated completions. We performed functional annotation of the genes in our MAGS using the COG14 \cite{3} database. We queried for ARGs and virulence factor genes in our MAGs using ABRicate v1.0.1 \cite{4}, which performs mass screening of contigs using BLAST \cite{5} and a variety of user specified databases. We selected the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database \cite{6} as our reference database for AMR genes and the Virulence Factor Database \cite{7} as our reference for virulence factor genes. We considered a gene as being present in our metagenome if it met the minimum thresholds of at least 90% identity and 100% coverage of the reference database gene sequence. Versions used of each database have been referenced in Chapter 3.4.5. Gene clusters were considered as part of the “Core” genome if they occurred in at least $\approx 80\%$ of the genomes.

4.5.4 Phylogenomic tree construction

We used single-copy core genes (SCGs) that had high geometric homogeneity but were functionally diverse to construct the phylogenetic trees of each set of species genomes. We look for these characteristics in our SCGs as we want to use genes that are highly conserved across our genomes but with functional variability among aligned residues across the genomes. To do this we use the anvi’o interactive interface to filter SCGs that were found in a minimum number of genomes, occurred only once in each genome, had a minimum geometric homogeneity of 1 (perfect), and had lower than some threshold for maximum functional homogeneity. For each species we set the minimum number of genomes that the SCGs needed to be identified in as $n - 2$ where $n$ represents the total number of MAGs in the pangenome. We used different maximum values for functional homogeneity for each species: 0.8 for F. prausnitzii; 0.85 for R. bromii; 0.95 for F. saccharivorans; 0.95 for Eubacterium CAG-180; and 0.95
for Ruminococaceae UBA 1417. Phylogenetic trees were then constructed using MUSCLE v3.8.1551 [41] for multiple sequence alignment and FastTree v2.1.10 [142] for tree building. Construction of the pangenomic trees consisted of using the complete set of gene clusters identified across all genomes for a given species followed by multiple sequence alignment with MUSCLE and tree building with FastTree.

4.5.5 Statistical analyses

We used happi v1.0 to test for differential enrichment of COG functions in MAGs recovered from dairy workers compared to MAGs recovered from community controls. We used happi to account for differential mean coverages of our MAGs in our functional enrichment testing followed by a false discovery rate correction using the qvalue v2.26.0 package [170] for q-value estimation. A COG function was considered present in a MAG if it was observed at least once and absent if it was not observed. We report patterns for COG functions that had happi LRT $\chi^2 < 0.05$ as these were the functions with the highest magnitude test statistics. All statistical analyses were conducted using R v4.1.2.
Figure 4.1: Organization of *F. prausnitzii* genomes based on gene cluster frequencies show no clear association between genome organization and group. The inner radial dendrogram corresponds to 6,076 distinct gene clusters organized by gene presence/absence across the genomes. The inner 21 spokes represent genomes and are colored by group where orange spokes are genomes from dairy workers and blue spokes are genomes from community controls. These inner spokes corresponding to genomes are organized by their gene cluster frequencies (vertical dendrogram, top right). Cells that are filled represent gene clusters that are present. Gene clusters belonging to the “Core” genome are labeled in black and correspond to gene clusters that appear in at least $n = 18$ genomes. “Singletons” are labeled in red, corresponding to gene clusters that appear in only one genome and are part of the accessory genome. The second outermost spoke displays gene sequences from the CARD database. The outermost spoke identifies COG14 functions.
Figure 4.2: Genomes of *R. bromii* have been organized by gene content and reveal no evident association by group. The inner radial dendrogram corresponds to organization of 4,846 gene clusters by presence/absence across genomes. The inner 13 spokes represent *R. bromii* genomes colored by affiliation with either dairy workers (orange) or community controls (blue). Groups of gene clusters corresponding to the “Core” genome are labeled in black and those corresponding to the accessory genome (“Singletons”) are in red. Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 11$ genomes.
Figure 4.3: Pangenomic analysis of the species *Fusicatenibacter saccharivorans* reveals no distinct associations between genome organization based on gene cluster frequencies by group. The inner radial dendrogram corresponds to organization of 3,477 total gene clusters by presence/absence across the *F. saccharivorans* genomes. The inner eight spokes correspond to *F. saccharivorans* genomes recovered from dairy worker (orange) and community control (blue) samples. Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 6$ genomes.
Figure 4.4: Genomes of the species *Eubacterium* CAG-180 have been organized by their gene content revealing no affiliation by group (dairy worker compared to community control). The center radial dendrogram of the phylogram organizes the 2,883 distinct gene clusters by their presence/absence across the nine genomes. Each of the inner nine spokes corresponds to a *Eubacterium* CAG-180 genome and has been colored by association with dairy worker (orange) or community control (blue). Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 7$ genomes.
Figure 4.5: Nine *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 genomes have been organized by their gene content and showed no association of organization by group. The inner nine spokes correspond to individual *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 genomes that are colored by affiliation with dairy workers (orange) or community controls (blue). Gene clusters that are present are filled. The inner dendrogram organizes 3,126 gene clusters by presence/absence whereas the dendrogram at the 90° position organizes the genomes by gene frequencies. Gene clusters are considered as part of the “Core” genome if they are present in at least $n = 7$ genomes.
Figure 4.6: Phylogenetic organization of *Faecalibacterium prausnitzii* genomes provides no evidence of affiliation by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 21 single copy core genes whereas the right dendrogram incorporated all 6,076 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.
Figure 4.7: Organization of *R. bromii* genomes using phylogenomics shows no evidence of association by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 103 single copy core genes and the right dendrogram used all 4,846 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.
Figure 4.8: Phylogenetic organization of *F. saccharivorans* genomes provided no evidence of affiliation by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 35 single copy core genes whereas the right dendrogram utilized all 3,477 gene clusters detected across genomes.
Figure 4.9: Phylogenetic organization of the Eubacterium CAG-180 genomes did not identify any clear associations by group. The dendrogram on the left was constructed using 15 single copy core genes whereas the dendrogram on the right utilized all 2,883 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.
Figure 4.10: Organization of these nine *Ruminococcaceae* UBA 1417 genomes using phylogenomics provided no evidence of affiliation by group. The left dendrogram was constructed using 22 single copy core genes and the right dendrogram used all 3,126 gene clusters detected in the pangenome.
Chapter 5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Livestock farming environments are unique nexuses for the transmission and interaction of antibiotic resistance and virulence factor genes, zoonotic pathogens, and non-pathogenic bacteria [111]. Advancements in next-generation sequencing have allowed for a shift from a single pathogen to a microbial community view to understanding the transmission dynamics of zoonotic diseases and antibiotic resistant bacteria and genes. Increased knowledge of the composition, genetics, and functional capacity of commensal organisms have demonstrated the profound impact commensal organisms have on host immune homeostasis [6, 77, 5], disease development [55, 200, 122, 27], and resistance against pathogen invasion [1, 86, 16, 82]. However, there is growing concern over the potential role of commensals in facilitating antibiotic resistance emergence and propagation by serving as antibiotic resistance gene reservoirs for transmission to pathogens. It is therefore important to understand differences that may arise in the human gut microbiota from exposure to environments such as livestock farms and other situations of close human-animal contact to evaluate potential risks of these environments in propagation of zoonotic disease and antibiotic resistant bacteria and their genes.

In this dissertation I investigated differences between dairy worker and community control microbiomes and resistomes from both a metagenomics and pangenomics approach. To facilitate functional comparisons of microbial genomes between dairy workers and community controls, I addressed existing limitations with statistical methods for pangenomics by developing a statistical method for modeling gene presence that accounts for differential genome quality factors (e.g., mean coverage). Evaluation of happi’s performance using simulated data showed that happi is able to correctly control the Type 1 error rate when there
is correlation between quality variables and the main covariate of interest whereas existing logistic regression methods do not. \texttt{happi} also exhibits greater power with larger sample sizes. However, with greater correlation between quality variables and the main covariate of interest \texttt{happi} has comparatively decreased power. A data analysis of Saccharibacteria genomes was also conducted and demonstrated \texttt{happi}'s ability to produce larger p-values in situations where the lack of gene detection may be conflated with lower quality genomes, and smaller p-values when differences in detection cannot be attributed to genome quality. Taken together, the work from Chapter 2 illustrates the accuracy and robustness of \texttt{happi} even when genome quality is correlated with the main covariate of interest. \texttt{happi} can furthermore be broadly applied to functional comparisons of genomes of other microorganisms beyond bacteria and used in functional comparisons of metagenomes to adjust for differential quality of metagenomes. To facilitate usability, transparency, and reproducibility with \texttt{happi}, an open-source \texttt{R} package for \texttt{happi} has been made publicly available along with documentation on usage \cite{180}.

Results from the metagenome investigation of differences between dairy workers and community controls revealed no statistically significant differences at the 5% significance level in the taxonomic composition, antibiotic resistance and virulence factor gene carriage, and relative abundances of co-abundant gene groups and ARGs. The pangenome investigation similarly found no differences between functions and phylogenetic organization of commensal genomes from dairy workers and community controls. However, there were some notable patterns for further investigation. We observed greater relative abundances of tetracycline resistance genes and higher occurrence of cefamycin resistance genes in dairy workers' metagenomes. These patterns are particularly interesting given that tetracyclines and beta-lactams are two of the most commonly administered antibiotics on dairy farms in the United States \cite{78}. A direction for future work investigating this pattern could involve shotgun metagenomic sequencing of a different set of controls. As mentioned in the Discussion section of Chapter 4, the community controls in our metagenomic study identified as field workers in non animal farming industries. This raises concerns about similarities in occupational
exposure to antibiotics between the community controls and the dairy workers in our study since antibiotics have been commonly used in plant agriculture in the United States to control fire blight disease in orchards [38]. Similar occupational exposures in the dairy workers and controls would make both groups more comparable and likely contribute to null findings when examining for differences between groups. Therefore, an investigation with a different control group that might lead to greater differences between livestock workers and controls is warranted. In particular, an ideal group of controls would be those who are similar to dairy workers in age, sex, race and ethnicity, had no recent antibiotic use three months prior to sample collection, employed in a non-farming related industry such as an office worker, no co-habitation with an individual employed in a farming-related industry, live a minimum distance away from any conventional animal or plant farms, and live in a similar urban or rural environment as the dairy workers.

Our study also highlighted the potential for sharing of ARGs between commensal organisms and pathogens through conjugative plasmids and showed that taxonomic affiliation of these genes did not differentiate based on exposure to livestock farming environments. This finding emphasizes the need for further research to understand the role of commensal organisms in ARG persistence and propagation. Finally, we observed decreased gene richness and genome diversity in dairy workers compared to community controls. Lower gene richness and genome diversity have been associated with increased intestinal inflammation and dysbiosis [25, 98, 115]. Several studies have also proposed a link between intestinal inflammation and airway inflammation through the gut-lung axis [188, 85, 147]. Further investigation of intestinal and airway inflammation of this cohort is needed to contextualize these findings.

5.1 Future Directions

The work in this dissertation was limited to examining differences between microbiomes of dairy workers and controls and not changes to the microbiome that are induced by occupational exposure to livestock farming. As such, on-going complementary work is planned to understand the extent of human gut microbiota alteration in commercial livestock farming
environments. This work involves a longitudinal study of individuals who are new to dairy work to investigate functional alterations and adaptations that occur to the human gut microbiome due to occupational exposure to livestock farming environments. This study of new dairy workers over time will provide insights into how and to what extent commencement of work in livestock farming environments can shape the human gut microbiota and resistome. Further directions to build on this work also include shotgun metagenomic sequencing of a different group of controls as mentioned above that do not share similar occupational exposures to antibiotics as dairy workers. Studying a control group without similar occupational exposures to antibiotics as dairy workers could provide greater contrast between the microbiomes and resistomes of dairy workers and controls. Additionally, we can also consider constructing a job exposure matrix to characterize occupational exposures to livestock using self-reported work tasks. We can then examine whether differences in the microbiome or resistome exist based on these exposures. Using more detailed characterization of occupational exposures to livestock to examine differences in the microbiome and resistome would enable identification of workers with high-risk exposures and allow for targeted interventions to be crafted to limit exposures in these individuals.
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Appendix A

APPENDIX FIGURES AND TABLES
Table A.1: Antibiotic Classes and their mean abundances between dairy workers’ and community controls’ metagenomes. Proportion of samples from dairy workers and community controls that had identified resistance genes in each antibiotic class are displayed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibiotic Class</th>
<th>Dairy mean abundance (SD)</th>
<th>Dairy (N) (% detected)</th>
<th>Community mean abundance (SD)</th>
<th>Community (N) (% detected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tetracycline</td>
<td>0.00977% (0.00898%)</td>
<td>9 (90%)</td>
<td>0.00577% (0.00521%)</td>
<td>6 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulfonamide</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000337%</td>
<td>1 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macrolide</td>
<td>0.00344% (0.00402%)</td>
<td>7 (70%)</td>
<td>0.00100% (0.000656%)</td>
<td>5 (83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glycopeptide</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000205%</td>
<td>1 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluoroquinolone</td>
<td>0.0000793% (0.00206%)</td>
<td>1 (17%)</td>
<td>0.00177% (0.00206%)</td>
<td>4 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cephamycin</td>
<td>0.00358% (0.00244%)</td>
<td>9 (90%)</td>
<td>0.00457% (0.00404%)</td>
<td>4 (67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cephalosporin</td>
<td>0.00146% (0.000978%)</td>
<td>3 (30%)</td>
<td>0.000320%</td>
<td>1 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aminoglycoside</td>
<td>0.00142% (0.00205%)</td>
<td>8 (80%)</td>
<td>0.00326% (0.00377%)</td>
<td>6 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-drug</td>
<td>0.00177% (0.00245%)</td>
<td>8 (80%)</td>
<td>0.00717% (0.0119%)</td>
<td>6 (10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.1: To test for differential abundance of species between dairy workers and community controls, we conducted independent t-tests of centered log ratio transformed relative abundances with a Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate correction. The 50 species with the highest magnitude test statistics show mixed patterns of differential abundance between groups. The heatmap displays CLR transformed relative abundances from lower abundances (blue) to higher (red) abundances.
Figure A.2: Principal coordinates analysis using Bray-Curtis distances shows similarity in microbial compositions between dairy workers and community controls.
Table A.3: Log$_{10}$ transformed relative abundances of all antibiotic resistance genes grouped by all antibiotic classes (rows) identified across the 16 metagenomes (columns). Log$_{10}$ relative abundances are colored from smaller (blue) to larger (red) with grey cells representing no identified genes corresponding to a particular sample.
Figure A.4: Estimated gene richness using `breakaway`\textsuperscript{[193]} is positively correlated with predicted numbers of genomes in a metagenome using single-copy core genes.
Figure A.5: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{CblA-1} resistance genes recovered from two dairy workers and one community control sample show taxonomic association of these genes with \textit{Bacteroides uniformis}. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.6: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for *cfxa2* resistance genes found in four dairy workers and one community control sample. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.7: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for cfxa3 resistance genes found in three dairy workers and one community control sample. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.8: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \( cfxa4 \) and \( cfxa5 \) resistance genes found in community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.9: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{cfxa6} and \textit{cfxa5} resistance genes found in three dairy worker and one community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.10: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for *tet W/N/W* resistance genes found in two community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.11: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for *tet32* resistance genes found in two dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.12: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for $tetG$ and $tetB$ resistance genes found in one dairy worker and one community control sample, respectively. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.13: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{tetM} resistance genes found in two community control and two dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.14: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for *tetO* resistance genes found in one community control and three dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.15: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for \textit{tetQ} resistance genes identified in two community control and one dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.16: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for tetW resistance genes identified in three dairy worker samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.
Figure A.17: Assembly graphs and taxonomic annotations for $tet(40)$ resistance genes identified in five dairy worker and four community control samples. Segments of the graph corresponding to the resistance gene are colored in blue and query neighborhoods are shown in grey.